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Jackson
to head
caucus
Western Kentucky legislators
have selected Sen Bob Jackson to lead the Western Kentucky Caucus for the next two
years
Jackson. a Murray Democrat, was elected as chairman
of the 39-member caucus,
which is comprised of members from both the House of
Representatives and the state
Senate
The caucus includes Democrats and Republicans who represent the region stretching
generally from the Mississippi
River to the convergence of
the Western Kentucky Parkway and Interstate 65 in Elizabethtown.
Rep. John Arnold, a Strugis
Democrat, was elected to serve
as vice-chairman of the caucus.
"This is an exciting opportunity to develop a consensus
on those issues that are most
important to our region,- Jackson said. "From there, well
be able to focus our collective. attention on finding the
best solutions for the issues that
face us whether its tobacco
legislation or health insurance
initiatives or pushing for better roads."

New, charge
added to
phone bills
The Kentucky Public Service Commission reminds customers that a new charge
became effective Jan. 1, 1999
for telephone and cellular phone
customers.
• The "Kentucky Lifeline Support" charge will be five cents
a month for each customer
phone or fax line, but will produce a statewide fund of one
million dollars a year. The fund
will be used to help make
phone bills more affordable for
Kentucky's low-Income families.
Kentucky initially joined the
Lifeline program in January
1998 to allow qualified customers to receive a credit of
up to $5.25. The "Kentucky
Lifeline Support" fund doubles
the amount available to these
customers.
Those enrolling in the Lifeline program will now receive
a credit of up to $10.50 a
month to be applied to the
cost of their basic local telephone service, plus the federal subscriber line charge portion of their bill.
Of this amount, up to $3.50
is funded by the state and
supported by the five-cent surcharge, and the remaining $7
is supported by the Federal
Universal Service Fund.
To qualify for assistance, a
consumer must participate in
one of the following programs:
Medicaid; food stamps: Social
Security Income; federal public housing assistance: or LowIncome Home Assistance Program (LIHEAP).
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Senate launches trial
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
solemn moment for President Clinton and the nation, the Senate is
launching the first presidential
impeachment trial since the case
of Andrew Johnson in 1868. The
ceremonial opening comes amid
intense, last-minute bargaining over
ground rules.
With House prosecutors pressing Senate leaders to allow testimony from witnesses such as Monica Lewinsky, there were increasing indications that a full-blown
trial of some weeks' duration was

in the offing.
Senators ioday were taking an
oath to "do impartial justice," and
Chief Justice William Rehnquist
was assuming his role as presiding officer for Clinton's trial on
charges of perjury and obstruction of justice. The 13-member
House prosecution team was to read
the two articles of impeachment
on the Senate floor.
But beyond those public sessions, the House "managers" were
negotiating for the right to summon a number of witnesses, most
notably Ms. Lewinsky, the former
White House intern whose affair

with Clinton triggered the impeachment investigation, and presidential friend Vernon Jordan.
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss., told reporters
Wednesday that if agreement could
be reached to call witnesses, he
would want the White House and
the House to justify the need for
each person summoned. The Senate also would have to approve
each witness by majority vote.
Lott expressed optimism that
agreement was near on a procedure for a "full trial .... and votes
on articles of impeachment at the
end of the process." One GOP

source, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said it would likely
be February at the earliest before
votes were taken on the president's fate.
A bipartisan group of senators
met Wednesday night with the
lead House prosecutor, Rep. Henry
Hyde, R-111., and three other lawmakers on his team. Then the
lawmakers unexpectedly summoned four members of the White
House legal team to the Capitol
to discuss proposals for conducting the trial.
Lott, who consulted separately
Wednesday with Hyde and Demo-

cratic leader Tom Daschle. said
he expected opening statements in
the case sometime next week.
The CT4cial question was
whether to allow witnesses, as
demanded by the House but
opposed by Senate Democrats.
Among Senate Republicans.
according to sources who spoke
on condition of anonymity, one proposal was to give each side in
the trial, the House and the White
House, three to five days to present evidence, most likely beginning next week. At the end of

•See Page 2

Lawmakers
want shot at
vehicle taxes
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Fill it up and cover me.
With the door opened to remove property taxes on vehicles, some
legislators want to take a look at the range of taxes related to vehicles, including what could be a novel way to ensure insurance for
drivers.
The first target will be the property tax on vehicles. The state
and a range of local governments impose various tax rates on cars
and' trucks that raise about $75 million a year for the state and $150
million for the various taxing districts from cities to libraries. Voters in 1998 approved an amendment to the Kentucky Constitution that lifted the requirement that all vehicles be subjected to
property tax.
Several proposals are likely, with incremental removal of the state
tax possible. if not probable, when the 2000 General Assembly convenes. The legislature could direct that vehicles ,could also be free
from local taxation, but that is considered unlikely.
All of the state tax on vehicles goes to the Road Fund, which
finances various transportation projects. And the Road Fund has not
grown as heartily as the General Fund in recent years.

• See Page 2

U.S. fighter
attacks site
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— A U.S.
Air Force F- 16 fighter attacked
an air-defense radar installation
in northern Iraq today after the
pilot determined he was about to
be fired on by a surface-to-air
missile, U.S. officials said.
The F-16 launched a high-speed
anti-radar missile at the site at about
11:15 a.m., Iraq time, according
to a statement issued by the U.S.
European Command, headquarters
for Air Force planes involved in
enforcing a "no-fly" zone over
northern Iraq. There was no immediate indication whether the missile damaged the radar.
The F-16 was not fired upon
and returned safely to base, officials said.
The U.S. European Command
statement, made available in Washington, said the F-16 pilot acted
in self-defense.

The U.S. missile firing vas
intended to "prevent any offensive fire" from the Iraqi air-defense
site, the statement said. It was
aimed at a tracking radar for Iraqi
surface-to-air missile launchers.
The incident was the latest in
a series of confrontations with
Iraq since the Dec. 16-19 U.S.British bombardment known as
Operation Desert Fox. Earlier this
week four U.S. warplanes fired
on — but missed — Iraqi planes
in a "no-fly" zone over southern
Iraq.
In those confrontations, said
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon, 13 to 15 Iraqi aircraft
attempted to violate the no-fly
zone in a rash of eight suspicious
Incursions.
Today's incident was the fourth
military confrontation with Iraq

• See Page 2

Tonight. Snow and freezing rain this evening changing
to all rain overnight. Temperatures rising to 30 to 35.
Friday. .Rain likely. Highs
mainly in the 40s.
Friday night .Rain changing to snow. Low in the 20s.
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Molly Rogers cuddles with her two children, Henry and Mary. Not pictured is her husband. Wade.

First local baby born in 1999
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
It didn't take 5-year-old Henry-Rogers long to
do some very important math concerning his new
baby sister.
"I'll always be older than her," Henry said.
Mary Olivia Mae Rogers became the newest
and youngest member of the Rogers family at
11:21 a.m., Jan. 5. She also became the first
baby to a Calloway County couple in 1999 born
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her parents
are Wade and Molly Rogers of 211 Cook Lane.
Mary was delivered by Caesarean section by
Dr. Brent Boles of the Murray Woman's Clinic.
She weighed nine pounds, six ounces, and measured 20 and three-fourths inches long.
"They had trouble delivering her, even C-section," said Molly.
The grandparents are Buddy Valentine and Phillip
and Sally Rogers, all of Murray.
•
"We were just so blessed to have another baby,"
Molly said.
couldn't imagine anything but little boys after Henry, and then five years later I
thought, 'You know, I could do this with a girl."My morn, wanted a girl bad," Wade said.
Being the first Calloway County baby of the
new year has also brought Mary quite a bit of
attention.
"(Molly) said that she thought they'd had close
to 50 visitors today," said Tammie Riggins, public relations secretary at Murray-Calloway County
flospital.
In addition to being given a handmade quilt

by the Quilt Lovers of Murray, the Rogers have
received gifts from approximately two dozen Calloway County merchants.
"We've gotten several pairs of shoes, several
picture frames and several dinners," Wade said.
"They're just setting us up in a really sweet
way," Molly said. "Of course, every life is precious and should be _celebrated. It's just really a
lot of fun."
Mary will have a place already waiting for her
when she comes home.
"(The nursery) is upstairs," Molly said. "1 '111,,r
tunatelY, I can't go u_p_ there for two weeks. lt's
all done in Pink and yellow, and she's right next
door to Henry."
While Molly hasn't exactly been running sprints
down the hospital halls, she has been up and on
her feet.
"I have been walking," Molly, said. "(The hi,
pital) has this down to a science. They are Just
so efficient, and they've been so good to me. just
taking care of every little need and anticipating
things."
Mary will also be surrounded by family members when she gets home. Two of Wade's family
members also live on Cook Lane.
As happy as the Rogers are with Mary. they
are not planning to make any more additions to
their family.
"Not because I don't want another one," Molly
said. "It's just not the right thing for us to do."
In 'he meantime, Henry will be getting acquainted with his nev6 baby sister

Show continues tradition

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8. Times photo

Lauren Boswell and Brian Carlton rehearse a scene for
the Campus Lights production Wednesday in Lovett Auditorium.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
One of Murray's most popular
and time-honored traditions is the
annual campus production of Campus Lights.
This year's production will feature the musical "Once Upon a
Mattress," a family show with
music by Mary Rogers and lyrics
by Marshall Barer.
An updated version of "The
Princess and the Pea" by Hans
Caistian Andersen and the book
"Once Upon a Mattress" by Jay
Thompson. Marshall Barer and
Dean Fuller. the event will mark
the 62nd time a Campus Lights
production has been performed.
The tradition was started on May

3, 1938 by Phi Mu Alpha. which
still presents the show in conjunction with Sigma Alpha Iota
and the campus music department.
Beginning in .1952, Campus
Lights began to feature studentwritten musicals, beginning with
the production "A Students Life."
This tradition continued until
1995 when the format changed to
present.Broadway musicals.
Campus Lights is still studentruri-ind produced. but the change
in format was made in an attempt
to produce a little more money
from the shows.
This particular musical has been
a very successful broadway show.
Carol Ifurnett first played the role
of Princess Winnifred in the 1950s.

The same role was .played in a
recent production by Sara Jessica
Parker.
According to JonathanWheatley, the chairman/producer of this
year's production, the medieval
theme of this year's show shOuld
appeal to a wide audience.
"It has things in it that.-..you
would think of when you were a
kid," Wheatley said.' "Things like
cartoons, dragons and fairy tales."
"I think a lot of things this
year, like theomedieval costumes
and things. will appeal to kids,"
said Nathan Arnett, a senior music
education major who is directing

•See Page 2
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• Show...
From Page 1
Campus Lights tor the second
straight year. "I also think that
this year's production will appeal
to adults. There's a lot of' jokes
and humor that people will have
stop and think about for a second before they get it."
"When it was on Broadway. they
used to put all kinds of stuff in
the mattress," said Christine Hall
advertising coordinator for this
year's production. referring to the
part of the story where the princess
must prove herself worthy to marry
Prince DaUntless. "I can temember stories of them pulling things
like tubas out of there."
Arnett also notes that this year's
productions offers a wider variety of music than last year's.
"The music is all different."

Arnett said. "The music last year
was all 50s rock •n' roll. In this
play, you hear rock, jazz and even
r&b."
According to Hall, television
viewers will be seeing a Campus
Lights commercial for the first
time this year. The. ad is being
sponsored by McDonald's. Murray Cablecomm and Music Central of Bowling Green. It can currently be seen on the Lifetime
Television Network. It may soon
be airing on the USA Network
as well.
Arnett first became associated with Campus Lights in 1997
when he was a cast member in
that year's production. "Crazy For
You." He notes that the biggest
difference between this and last
year's productions is the level of
professionalism being exhibited.

"I would say that this year
we're trying to take a more professional stance," Arnett said.
"We've been able to receive costumes from a professional company. The cast also participates
in a dance workout for an hour
every morning before rehearsals
begin."

Bailey noted there as a brief
and unsuccessful effort before the
1998. Ses-sinn to consider an
increase rn the gas tax, which is
the major source of Road Fund
money. It was primarily a push
by road contractors.
Nevertheless. Bailey said 'the
loss of car tax funds might be
made up with a gas tax increase.
The gas tax is now 15 cents per
gallon and each penny raises about
$25 million. The tax was last

increased. in 1986 when a nickel
was added to each gallon.
An additional 1.4 cents per gallon tax goes to a separate fund
to pay for removal of old underground storage tanks.
Bailey said another use for the
gas tax is intriguing — using an
increase to provide basic liability
insurance for all motorists in the
state.
"They call it pay at the pump,"
Bailey said.

State law requires every
motorists to carry liability insurance and' proof of coverage is
required before the 2.6 million
licensed drivers can get their vehicle tags renewed. But nearly everyone has a favorite horror story about
an accident involving an uninsured driver.

He and Others on the prosecution team said the House might
tr to summon women who have
provided statements in the Paula
Jones case "to the degree they
of justice and
go to• obstruction
•
.
perjury.
Ms. Lewinsky must be called
"because she is _right in the middle of this: Cannon said. But he
added that he'd "never seen Linda
Tripp as essential." referring to
Ms. Lewinsky's onetime friend who
taped their private telephone conversations.
Jordan, a prominent Washington attorney and longtime Clinton friend, "is a player" and should

be summoned, Cannon said. But
while other prosecutors wanted tocall presidential secretary Betty
Currie, Cannon said he would be
reluctant to do so.
He said the president placed
her in a vulnerable position by
involving her in the Lewinsky
affair. adding "It was a rotten,
nasty thing to do to a career civil
servant."
Other House prosecutors had
their own suggestions.
- Rep. _Lindsey Graham, R-S.C..
indicated that he might want to
hear from onetime presidential
ads iser Dick Morris about Clinton.- ,tate of mind when he asked

Morris to conduct a poll on Americans' opinion of his conduct with
Ms. Lewinsky.
"I would love to have the
opportunity to present 12 to 14
witnesses," he added.
Rep. Asa Hutchinson, R-Ark
said Ms, Lewinsky should be questioned "in limited fashion." but
"we don't have to go into all the
(sexual) details. Much of the questioning could be on obstruction
ofjustice issues,such as the attempt
to find her a job."
He said if Mrs. Currie "has a
bearing on the case, it's important to have the jury hear her testimony."

The cost of admission this year
will be $5 for adults and $3 for
students, with all proceeds going
to the Campus Lights Scholarship
Fund. This is a special four-year.
full-tuition scholarship that is
awarded to an entering freshman
music major.
Shows will begin in Lovett
at 8 p.m. for the Jan.
Auditorium
Auditions for this year's cast
and will begin at 2
shows,
members were held from Oct. 22- 28-30
Reservations can
31.
Jan.
on
p.m.
25. There are approximately 50
the music
calling
by
made
be
cast and crew members, along
Tickets
762-4288.
at
with an orchestra selected from department
door.
the
at
purchased
be
also
can
instrumentalists at MSU, involved
assure
to
wants
also
Wheatley
with this year's production.
people that by coming out to see
Jan. 31 show they will be in
the
they'
Wheatley,.
to
According
are working diligently to make no danger of missing out on any
Super Bowl Sunday activities.
this year's show a success.
"It will be over before the
"The cast came back Monday,
after the break," Wheatley said, Super Bowl pre-game even starts."
"and they're pulling 12 hour days."

• Taxes...
From Page 1
-) Sen. Benny Ray Bailey. D---Rintiman, said the Road Fund
might not be able to -afford the
hit, given the great demand for
road projects.
"Don't think about,. 'Let's just
reduce car taxes.' Let's look at
the whole picture." said Bailey.
chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee,
where such legislation would be
considered.

NI Senate...
From Page 1
that time. a ‘ote would be permitted to adjourn the trial, or
either side could seek permission
-to summon witnesses. The Sen..
-ate would have to approve .each
witness to be called by majority
cote.
• Without witnesses, the timetable
would place final totes on the
articles in the first week of Feb!Vary. Summoning witnesses to
testify would push the date back.
Rep. Chris Cannon. R-Utah,
oyte of the House prosecutors, said
"five to 10 witnesses puts on a
case. I suspect Ac /14 ill want more."

HICKORY WOODS CELEBRATING 1st BIRTHDAY PLUS...
Ruth Heath celebrates her
90thI.Janet Miller & Donna
Norsworthy look on.

Bailey said he had no estimates on how much such a program might cost or how it would
work.
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Miller faces charges
after leaving with son
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Speaker Trail man who allegedly abducted his child for a
short time following a domestic
dispute remained in jail Thursday on charges of fourth-degree
assault and violation of emergency protective order.
Calloway County Sheriff
Stan Scott arrested Ralf Nicholas Miller, 22, Wednesday afternoon after a one-hour search involving the department's K-9
unit in a wooded area near Mil-
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witnin me past two weeks over
enforcing the no-fly zones in northern and southern Iraq. Iraq considers the restrictions illegal and
has vowed to defy them.
Twice last week, U.S. warplanes fired on Iraqi surface-toair missile batteries.
In other recent incidents, Iraqi
air-defense forces have sometimes
fired surface-to-air missiles at U.S.
and British planes patrolling the
"no-fly zones" without turning on
their tracking radars in order to
avoid having them targeted ansi

attacked.
U.S. official's say Iraq has
increased the number of surfaceto-air missile launchers in the "nofly" zones. Iraqi President Saddam Hussein- has insisted the flight
restrictions — imposed by the United States, Britain and France after
the 1991 Gulf War — are illegal.
Saddam has vowed to deli, the
flight bans by keeping aircraft flying and by firing on allied air
patrols.
No U.S. or British planes have
been hit in the recent clashes.
although Iraq claimed to have shot
down one plane last week. The
planes patrolling the northern mane
are based at Incirlik Air !rase in
Turkey.
President Clinton has vowed to
continue enforcing the "no-fly"
zones, which he says arc vital to
his policy of containing Saddam's
military ambitions and protecting
the minority Kurds in the north
and Shiite Muslims in the south.

READER INFORMATION
Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.4 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone 8: 753-1916
Fax 8: 753-1927
$ub scrIpljon Rates
All sutscriptions payable in advance
Home delivery 6 days a week
1 month
$600
3 months $1800

ler's home.
Deputies found Miller and
the 2-year-old in a shop by another Speaker Trail residence.
The search began soon after
the sheriffs department received
a report of a domestic dispute at
3:34 p.m. Wednesday, according
to sheriffs department records.
Miller allegedly assaulted the
boy's mother during visitation
and left with the child.
The woman had custody of
the child and had a domestic
violence order i9 effect against
Miller. the recorrS said.

Inez Shinstine of the Quilt Lovers of Murray presents Wade
and Molly Rogers, parents of Mary Olivia Mae Rogers, the
first baby born to a Calloway County couple in 1999, and
their 5-year-old son Henry with a handmade quilt.

From Page 1
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Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott (left) and Deputy Chris
Scott (right) lead Ralf Miller to a patrol car following his arrest Wednesday afternoon.

• Fighter...
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AROUND THE NATION
Survey shows coin preference
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Americans prefer the Statue of Liberty over Sacagawea for the new dollar coin planned for next
year, according to a survey conducted for the General Accounting
Office.
Sixty-five percent of respondents age 18 or older said they preferred the Statue of Liberty, vs. 27 percent selecting Sacagawea,
according to a draft of a GAO report obtained by The Associated Press.
However, a Treasury Department official said the results of the
poll conducted for the congressional watchdog agency would not
change Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin's choice of subject for
the gold-colored coin scheduled to replace the Susan B. Anthony
dollar.

Lindt recalls chocolate products
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Lindt & Sprungli Inc. is recalling
some chocolate products because they may contain undeclared
traces of peanut butter or hazelnuts. The products pose the risk
of a life threatening reaction if eaten'by someone allergic to nuts.
Being recalled voluntarily are selected lots of the Lindt Chocolate Truffle, Lindt Amaretto Truffles, and the Lindt Milk Chocoletti Bar. The company said Wednesday it had received three
reports since late December of possible allergic reactions to the
products.
Lindt, based in Stratham, N.H., said the recall was initiated
with the knowledge of the Food and Drug Administration because
the packaging of items does not indicate the presence of peanuts.

1

Starr says alleged leaks not covered

11,1

WASHINGTON(AP)— Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr argued
to a federal judge that some news leaks attributed to his office
did not violate grand jury secrecy rules.
Starr did not acknowledge in court records unsealed Wednesday that his office was the sources of any leaks. But even if it
was, he contended, the status of an immunity deal with former
White House intern Monica Lewinsky, her DNA-stained dress and
other evidence were not grand jury matters affected by grand jury
secrecy rules.
News reports that attribute information about those topics to
Starr or sources in his office are at the center of an investigation
into whether prosecutors violated grand jury secrecy rules..
Starr has denied that his office disclosed any information covered by federal law requiring that grand jury matters be kept
secret.
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Harlan County jail ordered to shape up
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — Harlan County Jailer Denny Pace faced
a tough task following his swearing-in this week: Either fix the
jail by Jan. 15, or it would be shut down by the state.
T,he problems range from a faulty exhaust System to a fire
alarm that doesn't work. In addition, 14 cell doors don't lock.
Pace's first job Tuesday after his swearing-in was to get the
repairs started and ask the state for more time.
"They're not going to shut the jail down, I will take the actions
necessary to correct this," Pace said. "They realize that I can't
repair everything in 11 days that needs to be repaired here, but
I need to show them that I've been working on it and I have a
plan of action, and they assured me they will work with me every
way possible."
The Harlan County fiscal court will meet next week to discuss
ways to pay for the repairs.

Congress convenes,turns to impeachment
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
new Congress convened with promises to cooperate on big issues
such as Social Security and education, but only after first concentrating on the highly partisan
impeachment trial of President Clinton.
The House opened the 106th
session of Congress on Wednesday by. electing as its new speaker Rep. Dennis Hastert, a softspoken Midwesterner who urged
Democrats to join him in ending
the political wars that have divided Congress in recent years.
After conducting some housekeeping matters and reappointing
the 13 lawmakers who will prosecute the impeachment case, the
House recessed until Jan. 19, when
the president is scheduled to deliver his State of the Union address
to Congress.
The Senate stayed behind, taking formal steps to begin the trial
on whether to remove Clinton from
office for allegedly lying under
oath and obstructing justice while
trying to conceal his affair with
former White House intern Mon-

WASHINGTON (AP) — If they
are willing to line up at the Capitol a little early, 50 people a day
can get a chance to witness the
historic Senate impeachment trial
of President' Clinton.
The 50 seats reserved for the
public in the 596-seat Senate chamber will be handed out one hour
before each day's proceedings on
a first-come, first-served basis
through the regular Capitol tour
entrances, the Senate decided in a
resolution approved Wednesday.
This system, said Majority
Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., will
"make as many seats available in
the gallery for the public and oth-

strengthen freedom and to foster
opportunity for all," Lott said.
Action in the Senate on Wednesday was mostly behind the scenes,
as senators struggled to come up
with a formula on the length and
structure of Clinton's impeachment
trial. Democrats wanted a short
trial without witnesses, but many
Republicans pressed for a longer
proceeding with some witnesses.
In a brief business session, the
House voted by voice to ease
three-year-old rules under which
members and staff were barred
from accepting any gifts from constituents or lobbyists, no matter
how small. Instead, they adopted
Senate rules that allow gifts valued at'tip to $50, with a $100
cap on gifts from any one source
in a year.
"All of us, members and staff,
have a whole lot more important
things to do than sit around trying to decide whether a gift of a
pie or a can of popcorn is acceptable," said Rep. James Hansen,
R-Utah,chairman of the ethics committee.

60610

ers as is possible for us to do."
The rest of the choice seats
will be divvied up among various
government officials, with each of
the 100 senators getting one permanent ticket — good any day
by anybody who holds it — and
three daily tickets apiece.
The Senate sergeant at arms
gets 45 daily tickets, with smaller numbers allocated to the White
House (30),- House of Representatives (20), diplomatic corps (22).
and Supreme Court (9).
In a separate part of the chamber, the press gets 120 seats and
16 standing-room-only spots that
don't count toward the 596-seat
total.

The Senate leadership will get
most of the remaining 20 seats,
but just how those will be distributed
wasn't
immediately
announced.
The rules were based on the 1868
impeachment trial of President
Andrew Johnson, which ignited
the social scene in Washington,
according to a Senate history by
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.
"Opening day saw the Senate
galleries jammed with a curious
mob," Byrd wrote.
Senate historian Don Ritchie said
Johnson's trial marked the first
time tickets were issued for the
Senate galleries. That trial, in which

Johnson escaped conviction by a
single vote, lasted about six weeks
and was held from noon to dinnertime daily except Sundays.
"People flocked to it. We have
some sketches of people rushing
to the doors to get in. The women
were in big hoop skirts. People
were just desperate for seats in
the trial," Ritchie said in an interview.
. "Reporters who were not credentialed to the press gallery were
going crazy trying to get tickets
to get into the gallery so they
could hear what was going on.
Once you got in the gallery, you
pretty much stayed there."

Typical holiday
offers are like
a snowman.

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — The 66,000-pound World Peace Bell
that will be the centerpiece of a paviklion built around a proposed
office tower in Newport is still a little rough around the edges.
After all, it's, been buried in a giant sand pit since it was cast
Dec. II in Nantes, France.
Bob 'Verdin, chief executive officer of Cincinnati's Verdin Co.,
which oversees the bell project, said workers were to begin Wednesday chipping away at the concrete and excess metal that encase
the world's largest swinging bell until they reach its bronze body.
"It's still in the ground. They monitored the heat and the cooling around-the-clock from the time we left the foundry until
today," Verdin said.
The Nantes foundry where the bell is buried is unheated and
cold in wintry western France, which posed the risk of the bell
cooling too fast and cracking.
To prevent that, workers occasionally heated the bell during the
cooling process to ensure it cooled slowly and evenly. Verdin said
the bell cooled as planned.
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Cooperation will be necessary
in a House where Republicans
hold one of the smallest majorities in recent history. After losing
five seats in the November elections, Republicans have 222 seats
while the Democrats have 211.
There is one independent who generally votes Democratic. Gingrich
resigned his seat along with the
speakership, so there is one vacancy.
, In the Senate, the Republicans
maintained their 55-45 majority,
but that's still well short of the
60 needed to give the party in
power a free hand to overcome
filibusters and move their bills
through.
Both Hasten and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
said Republicans have four general goals for this session: reforming the Social Security system and
Medicare; improving education,
with the emphasis on more local
control; tax relief; and bolstering
the national defense.
"Our goal is to advance on all
four fronts — to enhance security, to promote responsibility, to

Fifty tickets reserved for public in Senate impeachment

Bell unearthed from sand pit
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Ica Lewinsky.
House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Henry Hyde, R-III., was
to formally present articles of
impeachment to the Senate and
chief Justice William H. Rehnquist was to be sworn in to preside over the trial. Rehnquist in
turn was administering an oath to
the 100 senators _who will sit as
a jury.
Hastert, an Illinois Republican
beginning his seventh term in the
House, made clear that he wants
a change from the contentiousness
that marked the four years of his
predecessor, Rep. Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga.
"Solutions to problems cannot
be found in a pool of bitterness,"
he said in his acceptance speech.
"I will meet you halfway, maybe
more so on occasion," he told the
Democrats. "I expect you to meet
me halfway too."
Democratic
leader
Dick
Gephardt of Missouri, in handing
the gavel to Hastert, said, "let's
bury the hatchet. ... Let's join
together, not only in words but in
deeds, to do right by the people."

Key evidence for former
player can't be introduced
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PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) —
Lawyers for a former college football star accused of hiring someone to arrange his wife's death
won't be able to introduce evidence during trial that they said
would identify the woman's killer
and exonerate their client.
McCracken Circuit Judge Jeff
Hines' ruling on Tuesday dealt a
blow to the defense plans of Neil
Williams. whose wife. Bobbi Holman Williams. was bludgeoned with
a bottle and strangled in her bathtub in July 1996.
Hines decided not to allow the
defense to mention Mrs. Williams'
death. Prosecutors want jurors to
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learn of the alleged conspiracy without considering the fact that the
woman was murdered.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said earlier that introducing the killing at trial would
open the door for Williams' legal
team to mount a defense against
the murder, a crime for which he
is not charged.

(Fun at first, but not much future.)
300 minutes a month. $1.5 a month.

Williams, 37, who played defensive end for Murray State University, is charged with conspiracy to commit murder, a felony
punishable by 20 years to life in
prison if convicted. His trial is
set to begin March 1.

Good long after the holidays are gone.

Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?
Finally, a holiday rate that's still standing when the holidays are over. Right now, get 300
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FROM OUR READERS
ray would like to start a Web TV Social Club.
If there are Web TV users reading this, please
e-mail me if you are interested in a Web TV
Social Club in Murray at coolcousin@webtv.net.

Reader wants club
Dear Editor:
I am a Web TV user. What is Web TV? It is
a box that is about the size of your VCR and it
turns your TV into a computer.
I am looking to find other Web TV users in
Murray, to see if the other Web TV users in Mur-

Stephanie Cunningham
1613 Sunset Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
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Let the trial begin

•

CAL'S THOUGHTS

as treason and bribery.
The Founders gave the office
of the presidency great power, and
they expected those who held the
office would do so with a proper appreciation for the law and
the honor conferred on them. Limits were placed on that power,
however.
James Iredell, a member of the
North Carolina Supreme Court and
a delegate to his state's ratifying
convention, said: "Under our Constitution, no man has an authority to injure another with impunity.
"No man is better than his fellow-citizens, - nor can pretend to
any superiority over the meanest
man in the country. If the President does a single act by which
the people are prejudiced, he is
punishable himself, and no other
man merely to screen him.
"If he commits any misdemeanor
in office, he is.impeachable, removable from office, and incapacitated to hold any office of honor,
trust, or profit.
If he commits any crime, he
is punishable by the laws of his
country, and in capital cases may
be deprived of his life."
Elbridge Gerry, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, a delegate to the Constitutional Convention from Massachusetts, and
vice president under James Madison, said he "hoped the maxim
would never be adopted here that
the chief magistrate could do no
wrong."
'Benjamin Franklin presented a
persuasive argument for trying an
impeached president. Franklin noted
vere
that in former times, leadersnoften removed by assassination
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Clinton focuses on business
0

Two Senate Democrats respect•ed by most Republicans, Robert
Byrd of West Virginia and Daniel
Patrick Moynihan of New York.
have been toying with the idea of
censuring President Clinton following his impeachment by the
House instead putting him through
a Senate trial.
Though it now appears the trial
will begin as early as next week,
censure is still considered a strong
possibility.
Moynihan thinks attempting to
remove the president from office
could "very readily destabilize the
presidency.- He said that. because
ours is "an indispensable nation
... we have to protect the presidency as an institution ... There
has to-be a Commander in Chief."
He added that the Republic could
be "degraded" quickly amid such
destabilization.
The presidency, if not the Republic, has already been destabilized
by the president's degrading behavior in office, including the charges
of lying under •oath and obstructing justice for which he was
impeached.
Moynihan says he's studying The
Federalist Papers over the holidays for inspiration and instruction as to what the Fnunders had
in mind.
Perhaps he should consider that
contrary to what many of the president's defenders claim, the phrase
"treason, bribery or other high
crimes and misdemeanors" was
:written into the impeachment clause
:of the Constitution because the
:two specific offenses were the
:most reprehensible that could be
!thought of at the time.
; Both offenses played a signif:leant role in creating serious mil
itary difficulties during the Revolutionary War.
• "High crimes and misdemeanors" was considered " sufficiently broad to include _almost
:any serious misbehavior while in
:office. It- does not mean that all
.other offenses must be as serious

We've kicked off the new year
with a new look on the front page.
WILLFUL THOUGHTS
There's something about the
new year that lends itself to new
ventures. As days- go by, we may
continue to alter the paper's front
page until it gets "just right."
As for the rest of the paper,
additional changes are planned as
well. We plan to introduce new placed this year on further devel- items. More details on the changes
elements throughout the upcoming oping the page as more of a com- will appear on this Saturday's page.
weeks to enhance local coverage. munity forum, complete with local Feel _free _.t.c< clip it and save for
In 1998, we launched our week- editorials on a more regular basis. future reference.
ly church feature spotlighting
The education page took on a
In 1998, we made some changes
churches in Calloway County. new look in 1998 and we are still with our obituary policy, only to
We've received several positive making changes. One addition that change it back because of reader
comments from readers who enjoy we plan to make is to devote feedback. Those phone calls made
the series.
space to articles written by stu- to me did make a difference.
Secondly, we added several dents submitted by the schools.
While we \have made inroads
Columnisft throughout the paper
The business page, published on changing the appearance of the
including
Dean
Ehrenheim on Saturdays, is about to under- newspaper, the news department
(YMCA),Kenny Darnell(outdoors) go a noticeable change as we give is also taking a look at content.
and Gerald Claywell (agriculture). it a much-needed facelift. We have I welcome reader feedback in this
We changed the design of the broadened the scope of items we area, especially regarding what topeditorial page and added an addi- accept for publication, while devel- ics readers would like to read
tional cartoonist. A focus will be oping new formats to display news more about.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

"where the chief magistrate rendered himself obnoxious." This
not only deprived him of his life,
said Franklin, "but of the opportunity of vindicating his character. It would be the best way,
therefore, to provide in the Constitution for the regular ,punishment of the executive, where his
misconduct should deserve it, and
for his honorable acquittal, where
he should be unjustly accused."
If President Clinton has been
unjustly accused, he shonld welt
come a Senate trial during which
he --could pursue an honorable
acquittal and a vindication of his
character.
A brokered censure deal will
do neither. It would further weaken the Constitution as well as
place the president and his office
above the laws the rest of us must
obey. '
And that, more than the trial
itself, would not only destabilize
the presidency, but ultimately the
country.
If the charges don't stick, let
the Senate acquit. But if the charges
are true, censure won't do.
Let the trial begin and let it
proceed to a decision by the Senate jury. The president has already
been "censured" by the House in
its articles of impeachment.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton once found it necessary to deny that he had been
rendered irrelevant by. the Republican Congress, a point he seeks
to prove now with business as usual'
despite his impeachment.
He was at that task as Congress Convened, with his Senate
trial a first order of business:
Clinton announced a record $76
billion budget surplus.
"The era of big deficits is
over," Clinton said, and reeled off
a 1999 agenda of Social Secunty changes and programs in education, health care and more.
"Some say that this task will
be too complicated for the Congress and the administration to
achieve, that the will is too weak,
the political system too divided,"
he said. "I do not agree with
that."
But the party lines that hardened in angry struggles over
impeachment will not be bridged
easily, despite Congress-opening
vows of bipartisan cooperation.
In 1995, a time of political
defeat with Republicans dominating the congressional stage, Clinton declared that he was relevant
to what happened, that his performance and proposals guaranteed it.
These times are worse. His
comeback strategy is essentially the
same.
So as the Senate begins his
trial, Clinton promotes his agenda for action in Congress this
'year and next: -It is a selective preview of
proposals to come in the State
of the Union address he is due
to deliver Jan. 19 to a joint session of Congress.
There have been suggestions in
Congress that he ought to delay
it because of the trial, but waiting is not to the advantage of a
president determined to show that
he is on the job, doing "the work
of the American people."
A year ago, under the gathering cloud of the Monica Lewin-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
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WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
sky case, Republicans speculated
that he would have to postpone
the 1998 State of the Union address
or deliver it in writing. The idea
was repeated this year and rebuffed
by the White House.
Clinton did neither last year,
nor did he mention the Lewinsky
case, which he had just denied
but would have to confess eight
months later.
In the speech, his performance
eclipsed the scandal, an,d his job
approval ratings soared in the polls
and have stayed up through it all.
Now the annual cycle repeats,
with the president's nationally televised address on where he sees
things and what' he wants Congress to do, and then, on Feb. 1,
the budget that fills in the blanks
with numbers.
As always, the White House
is staging a series of events at
which the president puts items of
his agenda on display, among them
a $6.2 billion, five-year plan to
help Americans pay for long-term
health care of their elders and
disabled dependents and a $12
billion increase in defense spending next year.
'Republicans say help for longterm care was their idea first, and
they want Pentagon spending
increased more substantially than
Clinton recommends.
That sounds like regular business, too.
They've often said that the
Democratic president claims their
ideas as his and_bristled..at his
success in taking credit for achievements like the budget surplus.
Clinton also wants increased
federal aid for the homeless, a stringent national standard against
drunken drivers and-action to curb

drug abuse am mg prisoners and
parolees, with more proposals to
come.
"I hope we will save Medicare
for the 21st century," he said. "I
hope we will use the surplus to
save Social Security for the 21st
century."
He'll need new appropriations
toward the goal of hiring 100,000
new elementary school teachers, the
one major piece of his 1-998 package that actually got through the
Republican Congress.
Every president has the early
advantage in framing an agenda
and putting his proposals at the
top of it, but keeping them there
is another matter, especially in a
politically *divided government.
This president is doing it in
circumstances like none before him,
impeached, in the second half of
a second term he vows to serve
until the last hour. Only a twothirds Senate vote to convict him
would bar that.
But short of conviction, he's
still the second president ever
impeached, and he could face the
censure he had invited.
Compromise, especially on sensitive issues like Social Security
reform, takes mutual trust, and
that is not the mood now.
After the Republicans won _control of Congress in 1994, and
pressed their proposals in a theatrical 100-day House drive, Clinton insisted he was still a player, an improbably plaintive claim
for a president.
"The president is relevant here,"
Clinton said. "Especially an activist
president."
That remains to be tested for
an impeached president on Senate trial.
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Letters ...
All letters must be
signed by the writer, with
the writer's address and
telephone number included. Letters must be brief.
We reserve the right to
condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Send
to:
Murray
Ledger and Times, P.O.
Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. They may also be
faxed to (502) 753-1927
or e-mailed to mlt@mursuky.campus.mci.net
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Show opens Jan. 15 at Kenlake
wright and see if they can solve
the mystery."

partnering to bring area theatregoers
this exciting and funny mystery.

Now that the Christmas holidays are over and winter is beginning to set in, you may be looking for something a bit different
to do to chase away the winter
blahs.
If so, put "Smoke and Mirrors"
on your calendar which opens Jan.
15, at Kenlake State Resort Park.
The show, which is being produced by Twilight Cabaret Productions, Inc. and the Park are

The show takes place on a private island seven miles off the
Mississippi Coast. The cast includes
five characters who come to the
island to work on a film. Further
clues about the show are hidden
in the smoke and reflected in the
mirrors.

"This is a great opportunity to
get together with friends and have
dinner at the hotel, go to the show
and have dessert during our intermission" said Shirley T. Johnson,
the show's managing director/producer. 'We'll even have an opportunity to ask the audience members to second guess the play-

ed by Stacey Stratton, with special arrangement with Samuel
French, Inc. of New York City.
Succeeding performances of the
show will be Jan. 16, 22-23 and
Feb. 12-13.

"Smoke and Mirrors" is direct-

Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. in
Meeting Room A at the park with
admission of $18 per person which
includes desserts and beverages. For
reservations, call 502-436-2399.

Most adults still married,living with spouse
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-There are 14 million people
between 25 and 34 years old who
have never been married, about
35 percent of this age group. Of
blacks in this age group, 53 percent had never been married.
-Forty-five percent of women
65 years old and over were widowed. Of the elderly widows, seven
in 10 lived alone.

marriage last year was 26.7, down
from 26.8 a year earlier and a
peak of 27.1 in 1976.
For women, it held steady at
25.0, still the highest median age
for first marriage. Median means
half were older and half younger.
Lugaila said the annual report,
"Marital Status and Living Arrangements: March 1998," shows a continuation of trends that have been
evident for years.

' WASHINGTON (AP) - Married couples, take note: You're still
the majority.
The Census Bureau reported
today that 56 percent of adult
Americans are married and living
with their spouses. That's 110.6 million people.
True, the share has been slipping because of later marriage and
more divorces. The married share
was 68 percent in 1970.
But Census population expert
Terry A. Lugaila says the decline
has slowed, with most of the
decrease having occurred in the
1970s and 1980s when the divorce
rate was rising and many young
adults were postponing marriage
to pursue education and careers.
The new Census figures show
that some of that delay may be
easing.
The median age for men at first

Minger's meeting canceled

Other findings of the report
included:
-There were 1,348,000 interracial married couples in 1998.
That's up from 1,264,000 a year
earlier but still short of the record
1,392,000 interracial couples reported in 1995.
-Some 19.4 million adults are
currently divorced, representing 9.8
percent of the population.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
mother of a Murray State University
student killed in a dormitory tire
expressed disappointment after her
scheduled meeting with a top state
housing official was abruptly canceled.
Gail Minger wanted to meet
with Commissioner of Public Housing Charles Cotton to discuss the

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,Jan.
8, 1999:
Take the lead professionally; you'll
win rich recognition and rewards.
Now is the time to make your mark.
But don't minimize the role of your
personal life. Home and family are
very important to your decisions.
You pull the financial wild card. Be
conservative in your money choices.
Don't take any unnecessary risks.
You might be more inclined to spend
on gifts for others. If you are single,
romantic introductions come
through friends. You could vacillate
over whether to progress a relationship. If attached, you make an even
deeper commitment, have a child or
take a ppecial trip. LIBRA pushes
you into the spotlight.
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You set a happier pace at
work as you give others the benefit of
the doubt. You're anxious to hear
their ideas. Discuss finer points.
Differences could be important.
Work with new information. An important cause or meeting commands
your attention. Tonight: Spring out
the door.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You might feel like everyone
left town and dumped their work on
you! You are certainly carrying a
heavier load. Take time to have an
important discussion with an associate or supervisor. You need more
information, and get it. Take an
overview of what is happening. Tonight: Escape quickly.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Let your ingenuity come
out. Make a new approach. News
from a distance puts a spring in your
step.Think through decisions.Someone tries to make up for recent difficulties. Be open to another opportunity. A new beginning is here. Tonight: So naughty and so nice!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You build on strong foundations. A partner is happy to go along
with you. Capitalize on the moment.
Charge your energy into completing
key work projects. Surprises mark
an important association. Laugh,
lighten up and go with the flow.
Tonight: Home warms your heart.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make contacts, have discussions and seek information. Humor, laughter and creativity mix. A
partner does the unexpected,though
you are delighted by him. Learn to
blend in with others. Be light and
easy. Examine your long-term interests. Tonight: Join friends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be an impartial observer rather
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Thin Mints
Girl Scout Cookies

•
Great Cookies
For a Great Cause'

Order Januar 15-31

than an active participant. You are
capable of a strong reaction. Family
and home take high priority, creating a scheduling problem. Be creative, to complete your work. Listen
to co-workers. Go along with a fun
suggestion. Tonight: It could cost!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your smile and sparkling
personality draw others. Approach
a touchy subject in a different manner,to assure that your message will
be clearly received. A child or loved
one is simply unpredictable. You
can't change that! Go with the flow.
Tonight: Whip up a little fun!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen to feedback and take in
new information. Slow down and try
to understand a family member.You
might not be able to stabilize a personal situation. Don't try to handle
it; let A go. Revamp your budget.
Your instincts are excellent.Tonight:
Head home for some downtime.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Friends surround you,urging you to join them. You might
change your point of view as a result
of information you receive. Unex-

pected news comes torwara that
encourages a change of plans. Know
what you want, then proceed. Tonight: Where your friends are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Emphasize achievement. Follow through on what is important to
your work, but you could get distracted. On some level, you are processing a personal problem. No one
is harder on you than you are! A
raise or bonus becomes a distinct
possibility. Tonight: Out and about.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Take a complete view of
work-related issues. Think through
a decision involving a friendship.
Unexpected actions bring you into
the limelight. Be sure of what you
want. Because of your ability to see
another side and empathize, others
trust you. Tonight: Take off.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Relate closely to others.
Listen carefully to their interpretations. A boss is difficult, but you
could see a change in the work arena.
Be willing to act on an unexpected
insight. You could be a bit hard on
yourself or feel over .y tender.

a

fact that Hester Hall - where her
19-year-old son Michael was killed
in a Sept. 18 blaze - did not
have sprinklers. She also wanted
to mention other concerns.
"I know there were checks, but
it seemed anyone could come and
go as they pleased," she told The
Paducah Sun. "Kentucky has a
chance here to he in the forefront
of school safety by making changes.
I have contacted universities around
the country, and it's astounding
how many do not have sprinkler
systems in their dormitories."
Mrs. Minger made the trip from
her home in Niceville, Fla., to
Frankfort in a search for answers
regarding her son's death and to
lobby legislators for increased
school safety.
Mrs. Minger said she suspected reports the family would file
a lawsuit against Murray State had
something to do with the canceled
meeting with Cotton. Mrs. Minger
said she has made no decision
about any legal action.
"It's very strange because he
called me to .set up the meeting,
then abruptly canceled it," she said
Wednesday night. "One of his
assistants said something . about our
filing a suit.. I have not said I
will do that, I've said it may come
farther down the road. But a main
reason something like that would
be necessary is that they keep
shutting doors in my face."
Cotton, reached at his home
Wednesday night, would not comment on the cancellation without
going through "proper protocol."

Michael D. Pierce, CPA
is happy to announce the formation of
a partnership with

Scoff V. Wright, CPA
to be named

PIERCE AND WRIGHT,
Certified Public Accountants, effective
January 1, 1999.
The office is located at
310 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
For an appointment, please call

502-753-0274

HEARING AID SALE
Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
With This Coupon

HOG MARKET

Mrs. Audalene Henry McCutcheon
Mrs. Audalene Henry McCutcheon, 91, Hopkinsville, formerly
of Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 6, 1999, at 9:59 a.m. at Belle
Meade Nursing Home, Greenville.
She was a member of Southside Church of Christ, Hopkinsville.
Her husband, Samuel Whitten McCutcheon, and one brother,
Rayford Henry, preceded her in death. Born Aug. 29, 1907, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Charlie Brown
Henry and Frances Mamie O'Neil Henry.
Survivors include one daughter, Judy McCutcheon, Hopkinsville;
two sisters, Mrs. Evie McCuiston, Union City, Tenn., and Mrs.
Floye Fitts, Murray; one brother, M.W. Henry, Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Walter Edwards and Jerry Morgan will
officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Dorothy Uneeda McClure
Mrs. Dorothy Uneeda McClure, 73, East 14th Street, Benton,
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 5, 1999, at 12:35 p.m. at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of Benton Church of Christ.
Her husband, Edward (Mac) McClure, and one sister, Mildred
Dodd, preceded her in death. Born in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Cecil and Myrtle Hopkins.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Rose McClure Henderson, Mayfield, and Mrs. Rhonda McClure Lafser, O'Fallon, Mo.;
one son, Randy McClure, Benton; five sisters, Mrs. Modelle Bucy,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Geraldine Davis and Mrs. Janie Yearry,
both of Murray; Mrs. Laura Nell Finley, Hardin, and Mrs. Oeda
Schemer, Fredricktown, Mo.; one brother, Larry Hopkins, Mayfield; seven grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland, Will T. Winchester and
Ewing Stubblefield will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Era Van Kelly Norton

Mrs. Era Van Kelly Norton, 93, Paducah, died Tuesday, Jan. 5,
1999, at 11:30 a.m. at Superior Care Center, Paducah.
A former employee of Claussner Hosiery Mill, Paducah, she
was a member of West End Baptist Church, Paducah. She was
the daughter of the late Robert E. Kelly and Rosella Henson
Kelly.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Louise Norton Wyatt, Benton; one brother, Rollie Kelly, Murray; three grandchildren, Clara
Beth Reedie, Charleston, S.C., Larry Wyatt, Columbia, S.C., and
Stephen Wyatt, Florida; six great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate.
Burial will follow in Dunn Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
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Is Your Memory Not As Good
As It Used To He?
Take this simple test to help pinpoint the degree of your memory loss:
1. Do you ever forget where you left things, like your keys, purse, wallet, etc?
[ 'Never
I 'Frequently
I 'Occasionally
2. Do you ever forget a person's name that you have just been introduced to within a few minutes of the introduction?
[ 'Never
I 'Occasionally [ 'Frequently
3. Do you ever forget that you have left something like the water running, food cooking, etc?
]Never
]Frequently
I lOccasionally
4. Has it become difficult to remember commonly used phone numbers, addresses, etc., without looking them up?
'Never [ 'Occasionally
I 'Frequently
5. Has it become necessary, in recent years, to post notes to yourself as reminders of appointments, events, etc?
INever
I 'Occasionally
I 'Frequently
6. Do you ever forget your grandchildren's or other close relatives' names?
I 'Never
I 'Occasionally [ 'Frequently

.
00
$595

7. Do you ever forget that you did a chore a day or two before and start to do it over again?
[ 'Never
I 'Occasionally [ 'Frequent

and up

8. Do you ever forget an event(a meeting, appointment, etc.) that happened within the last
week?
'Never [ 'Occasionally
I 'Frequent

Expires January 29th
Check Out Our Completely -In -The -Canals Aids

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502) 753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation

SUBSCRIBE

-About 20 million children
under 18 years old in the United
States lived with just one parent,
representing 28 percent of children. The majority, 84 percent, lived
with their mother.
-About 4 million children, nearly 6 percent of all children under
18, lived in the household of their
grandparents.

DEATHS

206 South 4th-.Murray

9. In the middle of doing something or going somewhere, do you ever forget the reason why?
I 'Never tiOccasionally
I 'Frequent
If you answered all nine questions "Never," your memory appears to be in excellent condition.
If you answered five or more of the questions "Occasionally," a pattern of memory loss may be
developing. If you answered the questions with a mixture of "Occasionally" and "Frequently,"
you've obviously been experiencing memory problems for some time.

,

.-

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,
the area's leader in memory research, is currently conducting clinical studies for the treatment
of mild memory loss and the prevention of Alzheimer's Disease. If you are over 55, in good
health, and beginning to show a pattern of memory loss, participation in one of our clinical
trials may help. In addition to modest compensation for study visits, lodging in Paducah will be
provided to facilitate ease in keeping appointments.

Call Caron Massey, Research Nurse, at (800) 445-6992.
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First Place sessions
will be at Westside
program seeks to help members
make positive behavior changes
to develop a health life-style.
First Place uses the :Live-lt"
program to help members live a
healthy lifestyle. This session will
last 13 weeks and members will
meet with their group on a weekly basis. The group meetings will
include information on nutrition,
exercise and cooking. The "Life
that Wins" Bible Study will be
taught during this winter session.
Attendance at orientation is a
prerequisite for enrolling in First
Place. Materials will be available
for review at orientation. Attendance at orientation is informational only and does not obligate
a person to enroll in First Place.
For additional information, contact can be made with Martha
Norsworthy at 753-5400.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Brownie Troop 965 went caroling at West View Nursing
Home. They also took cookies for the residents. Pictured
with Joe Hal Thornton, resident, are Hannah Cochran, Claire
Barnett, Kathryn Wilson, Morgan Steiner, Taylor Butler, Alaina
Mikulcik, Meg Henry. Autumn Denton, Sarah Crouch and
Kelsey Daniels

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three new born admissions. di'
missals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 4 have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Duncan baby girl. parents.
Angelia and Chris. Gilbertsville.
Morgan baby boy. parents.
Tammy and William. Wing();
Kocin baby boy. parents. Bonnie and Thomas. Benton.
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BILLS
DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE NOW!
Get the cosh vou need
as little as 14 working days•

$10,000- $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

NATIONWIDE

1-800-8W-7010
Or Visit Our Website! ,
www.nationwidelending.cdm
'Ac

lay"" : .cry

Murra) Day Care announces
participation in the USDA Child
and Adult Care Food Program
administered by the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no separate charge to enrolled participants at the center and are provided without regard to race, color,
national origin, sex, religion, age
or handicap.
If you believe you or any individual, has been 'discriminated
against in the Child and Adult
Care food Program, write to the
Secretary of Agriculture. Washington. D.C. 20250. •
Participants eligible for free
andfor reduced price meals must
have a complete application with
documentation of eligibility information which may include a Food
Stamp or K-TAP case number, or
names of household members and
income information.
If you have questions regarding the program. contact Melissa
Elkins at 751-7159

Compassionate Friends will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is
for all parents who have lost a child through death, accident, miscarriage. or sudden death syndrome. For more information contact
Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, hospital chaplain at
762-1274.

Softball meeting Sunday
A meeting tor all interested girls wanting to play softball on the
Murray Lightening Softball Team will be Sunday at 3 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. Girls mustirbe born Jan. 1, 1986,
or later to be eligible. For information call Brenda Volp at 7534153.

Couples Bridge at Oaks
Melissa Tolene, right in top photo, related her personal
experiences as a team leader for Teen Missions International while visiting the West Bank, Palestine, during the
summer of 1998, at a recent meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Melanie Rodgers, left,
was soloist and accompanied by Tolene on the guitar. In
the bottom photo are, from left, Milissia Sledd and Lois
Pharris, hostesses, with Sue O'Neill, a visitor.

A traveling exhibit, "The Legend of Daniel Boone.... is now on
display in Wrather West Kentucky Museum, Murray State University Campus. The exhibit is sponsored by the Kentucky Historical
Society in Frankfort. There is no admission charge. Hours of the
museum are 8:30 a.m. to 4:15 pin.. Monday through Friday, and
10 -a.m. to I p.m. Saturday. For - information call 762-4771.

Cali 753-1916 today with all your society news!

Need Money?
Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan
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"It gives me spirit It
gives me confidence."
It empowers me. It's
awesome! I feel like
I can kick butt"

•

*
Pot
0' Gold
MEV
506 N. 12th St
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY

•

oast Prime
Rib of Beef

767-9113
•
•

With Choice of Baked
Potato or Vegetable,
• Soup & Salad Bar
•

$7•95 •

CardioFitness
magazine
rated
Kickboxing as the highest calorie-burning workout available today. Burning an
amazing 800 calories per hour.

HAVE FUN

KENLAKE

"Cardlo-KIckboxing
Is not like apything

STATE RESORT PARK

you've tried before.

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.94 • 474-2211

It's the best total
workout that
you can get."

*Until further notice please call Kenlake in
J.T. L••

•••

a dance Friday from 7 to 10 p.m. in the upstairs area of the Woolnen of
the World building at South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. This
is open to all interested persons.

Exhibit now at Wrather

GET FIT • LOSE WEIGHT • HAVE FUN • BE STRONG

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

Dance at WOW building Friday
1‹,,1 Wiggins and the Red Man Band will play for

ACT-R Testing is scheduled for Friday at 8 a.m. in Room 251
of the Business Building. Murray State University. For more information call 762-6851.

for men & women

Call Today! Ar753-6111

GE

ACT-R Testing Friday

WORKOUT

Cardio-Kickboxing works! Muscle &

WE

cc

West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association will sponsor a horse
show on Friday at 7 p.m., on Saturday at 7 a.m. and on Sunday
at 8 a.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray. There
is no admission charge. For information call 762-3125.

The ULTIMATE TOTAL BODY

Cardio-Kickboxing is addictive! It's a
workout you look forward to each day
without bulky, expensive equipment.

Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. For reservations and cancellations call the lost couple,
Crystal and Cannon Parks at 753-4645. This is open to all members of the club.

AQHA Horse Show planned

A
Cardio-Kickboxing is easy to learn. No
complicated choreography.

9

Compassionate Friends meet tonight

Dismissals
James E. Rice, Paris, Tenn
Koy Earl McDuffy and Ronald I
Hall. Cadiz; Mrs. Luella Irene
Walkling. New Concord;
James Howard Coplen, William
W. Bland and Miss Leigh Ann
Harper and baby boy, all of Benton:
Mrs. Suzie Kouklan Nance, Mrs.
Ruth James Wilson, Mrs. Ellen
Louise Peery, Rex Houston, Ms.
Irene Clara Balfour and Roy B.
Davis, all of Murray.
Expiration
.
George Hodge Sr.. Murray.

Center part
of program

So many grandparents are now raising or helping with the
care of their grandchildren. To help the grandparents a satellite video conference on "Grandparents Raising Grandchildren:
Implications for Professionals and Agencies" will be presented
Tuesday from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the Murray State University Industry and Technology Center, Curd Auditorium, second
floor. The conference will be by .the National Network for Family Resiliency of the Children, Youth and Families Network.
Featured 'Will be stories from grandparents, about community. programs, statewide initiatives and of national collaborations;
concerns of professionals; reactions from panel members; overview
of grandparents raising grandchildren; and what is important
for success.
This is open to all interested persons. To sign up call one of
the sponsors: Murray Family Youth Services, 759-9592; Calloway Family Center, 762-7333; Calloway Middle Center, 7627365; Calloway High Center, 762-7390; or Training resource
Center, 1-800-669-765,1
The conference is another special resource planned by the
local resource centers to help grandparents and other special
child helpers.

OTO PARADE

Martha Norsworthy,
tor of the BRBC First Place. ha,
announced that the winter sessions* of First --Place. sponsored
by Blood River Baptist Church.
will begin with orientation Monday at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
Blood River Baptist Church
and Westside Baptist Church have
offered First Place to the corn.unity as joint ministry for five
years. Various other churches in
Calloway and Marshall counties
have also participated with these
churches in offering First Place.
First Place is a Christ-centered
health program. First Place offers
a small support group setting
where members are inspired to
build godly disciplines into every
area of their lives: mental. emos.
tional,. physical and spiritual. The
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Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
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DE.AR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
the use of cholesterol-lowering drugs
in people over 75 My reading was 240
I was placed on Lipitor, which lowered it to 135 When I stopped the
medicine, the level rose to 230. I am 83
and wonder if my cholesterol is a
problem, because I am thin. exercise
regularly and have no family history
of heart disease
DEAR READER You raise two
important questions that cowers the
appropriate level of cholesterol in the
elderly and the advisability of older
patients taking cholesterol-lowering
drugs.
Based on research, primarily the
Framingham study, authorities are
now back-pedaling about treating
high-cholesterol levels in the elderly.
The consensus is that elevated cholesterol, within reason, in patients
over 65 is probably not significant.
That is, levels above 300 milligrams
per deciliter perhaps should be treated (inconsistent recommendations),
whereas levels below 250 mg/dl probably can be ignored. At 83, you don't
have to worry about your cholesterol,
unless it shoots up above 300 mg,/d1. If,
on the other hand, you have had a
heart attack, a cholesterol-lowering
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strategy should be considered,
because in this instance, lower is better.
All drugs that lower cholesterol levels have side effects, most notably
liver inflammation. Therefore, I seldom use such medicines for the elderly unless cholesterol levels are astronomical (above 300 mgidl) and I
believe that such high levels constitute a risk. Even so, one must stili
assess the risk/benefit ratio. Do the
expense, inconvenience arid threat at
liver disease justify using such drugs?
In most instances, no.
Your primary care physician must
have had a reason for prescribing
Lipitor; your situation may be more
complicated than you indicated. You
should question him or her intensely
about whether the medication is indicated and why. If your doctor is simply "treating the numbers," you can
probably omit the medicine.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As an old-time
physician, I discovered a cure for
canker sores that was regularly used
in my community by the dentists:
Kenalog in Orabase. Whea topically
applied to the sores, the material
sticks like peanut butter arid the
steroid usually takes the pan away in
about two days.
DEAR DOCTOR: Thank you for the
tip. Readers are constantly searching
for an antidote to canker sores and I

am pleased to pass this along.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

With your help,"my kids"
can look forward to
a future without
neuromuscular diseases.

Please volunteer
today.

DR. GOTT

#*

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Muscular
Dystrophy Association
(-800-5721717
www mdausa org
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DEAR ABBY: My daughter is
contemplating moving in with her
boyfriend next spring. She is 21, he
is 22. They have been dating for
nearly two years. They have both
completed two years of college, but
have not made plans to continue
their education.
Both have been employed in
good summer jobs, but they have no
prospects for steady employment.
She lives with us and he lives with
his parents.
Her father and I don't want to
see them live together for all the
reasons that seem obvious to us. It
seems like we have no good arguments against this plan. Could you
give us any help?
CONCERNED MOM
IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR CONCERNED MOM:
The old adage "two can live as
cheaply as one" is baloney. Ask
them how they plan to pay the
rent, utilities, license fees, car
insurance, doctor bills, buy groceries and clothing, and build a
nest egg for retirement.
4**

DEAR ABBY: Your response to
"Furious," whose in-laws expect her
and her family to stick to the inlaws' schedule when they come to
visit, was understanding and appropriate. "Furious" is making a mountain out of a molehill. If her in-laws
lived in Hawaii and she was in New
York, or vice versa, the time difference would be as much as six hours,
and then it would be worth getting
upset about. However, since only
one hour is involved, "Furious"
should just grin and bear it. If this
is the most serious in-law problem
she has, she should count her
blessings.
R.W. IN SAN FRANCISCO

people in their 60s are not too
set in their routines to adapt,
and old dogs can learn new
tricks.
***

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing about
"Furious," whose husband threatened to divorce her if she didn't
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LOOKING BACK

about his parents sticking to their own time schedules
when they were visiting. What kind
of husband would divorce his wife of
27 years for voicing her opinion and
standing up for her rights — something he obviously can't do?
I've had a few run-ins with my
in-laws, so I know where she's coming from. They started throwing
insults my way, but I stood up for
myself. They didn't speak to me for
months. When my husband made
excuses for them, I sat him down
and helped him understand how
upset and hurt I felt. He finally
realized that our marriage was his
No. 1 priority, and insisted his parents apologize to me.
Abby, his parents were stunned
at first, but now they show me some
respect.
A simple solution would be for
"Furious" and her family to push up
their schedule by half an hour, and
for his parents to push theirs back
by half anThour. This way everyone
compromises and they all win. Sign
me ...
WIVES SHOULD COME FIRST,
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
keep quiet

mal
am
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Twenty years ago

Pictured are Karen Hussung and
Martha McKinney of Murray who
left for Lake Placid. N.Y., the
home of the 1980 winter Olympics.
They will he working with other
students and missionaries of Southern Baptist Convention establishing a church and a program of
outreach for the athletes in preparation for the upcoming Olympics.
Also going from Murray State University were Herb Case, Louisville,
and Eleanor Mills, Guston.
Mr. and Mrs. W.M. Runyon are
today - observing- their 60th --:wedding anniversary.
•

An average of $41.04 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale to Type 35, dark air cured
tobacco on the Murray Market
yesterday, according to 011ie Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
In high school basketball games
Calloway County beat Benton and

Two for the Price of One
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
4 86 4 2
II 963

To an inexperienced declarer,
there seems to be very little to the
play. He cashes the A-K of trumps
and ace of clubs, then enters
dummy with a trump to the nine.
•8 3
He next takes a club finesse, which
+8542
loses, and later concedes two spade
WEST
EAST
tricks to go down one. Playing the
#Q 73
4 K J 10
hand this way, declarer has about
IF 85
V 74
a 50 percent shot for the contract.
•Q J 6 2
• AK9754
But a more experienced South
Q 10 73+96
would wind up making four hearts.
SOUTH
He would cash the ace oftrumps at
•A 9 5
trick three and then play the ace
,AKQJ 102
and another spade.
• 10
Assuming a club return by East,
diAKJ
which is very likely, declarer wins
The bidding:
with the ace and plays a third
East
South West North
spade. As it happens, the suit is
1•
Dble
2•
Pass
divided 3-3 and dummy's eight
Pass
4 11,
automatically becomes a trick. And
Opening lead — queen ofdiamonds. so,after East takes the third spade
Youjust can't argue with a mul- and returns a club, South goes up
tiplication table. And at the bridge with the king, then leads the king
table, you can't argue with per- oftrumps and the deuce to the nine
centages or probabilities. The ba- to make the contract, discarding
sic aim of the game is to always his jack of clubs on the eight of
make the bid or play that is apt to spades.
produce the best result in the long
By adopting this method ofplay,
run.
which offers declarer two chances
Consider this deal where South for ten tricks instead of just one,
is declarer at four hearts. He ruffs South elevates his 50 percent
the second diamond lead with the chance for the contract to about 68
ten, and the question is how to percent — a difference not to be
proceed so as to give himself the sneezed at by anyone who has
best chance to make the contract. started to take the game seriously.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

CROSSWORDS
37 Trick or —
39 Light and
airy
42 Ms Meara
43
—
Wonderful
Life"
44 "Picnic"
author
46 Jack — —
box
48 Of seashores
51 The Lion
52 Daft
54 Mountain on
Crete
55 Topeka's St
56 Dental —
57 Taxi

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
DO you HAVE ANy GRANNy
FEELINGS'YET,ELQ

my ELDEST STEPDAUGHTM

I SEE BABIES IN CARiS MARRIED NOW,AND
RIAGES,AND I GO BY
ALL I THINK ABOUT IS —
CH I LOREN'S STORES
WHEN ARE THEYGOINGAND I iNtSH I HAD
•
To GIVE US
SOMEONE To
GRANDCHILDREN?
BOY FOR.

GARFIELD
I FEEL LIKE I HAVE A
SKINNY CAT INSIDE ME

ANI7 HE'S
HUNGRY

1 Kinsfolk, for
short
4 -A Doll's
House"
author
9 Follows Jan
12 Caspian —
13 Name
14 Meadow
15 Artist's
medium
17 Ills
19 — au Prince
20 Norse god of
war
21 Yoko, et al
23 Face on the
$10 bill
27 Sticky
29 Woody plant
30 With (pref )
31 Hostelry
32 Fertile spot
in desert
34 Coagulate
35 Odin's
brother
36 Certain

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1-7-99© 1999 United Feature Syndicate
1 Alphabet
sequence
2 Wide shoe
size
3 Satire
4 Roman road
5 "—of a
Nation"

6 Depot (abbr )
7 Spanish
article
8 Poorest
9 Michigan city
10 Lamprey
11 — relief
10

7

1

,
1

1

14

17 . 18

1 ----

19

I
I

25

21

PEANUTS

"What do
do(45

think

about'?"she

wondered.

"Someday," -thought the

"I suppose,"she
dog,"someone is going said ,"a11 they
to leave the gate open, think about is
eating."
and
be out of here
like a rocket."

27

.28

31

32

i

—

t

29

40

,

46

47

48

52

38

41
4

M'

4.1/1

33
37

'
61 '

—4.

I

35
39

•26

I53
1

UP
49

1

Murray High beat South Marshall.
High team scorers were Charles
Rushing for Calloway, Dave Davis
for Benton, Albert Scott of Murray and Sherman Cothran for South
Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Terry
were married 50 years Nov. 24.
Forty years ago

James E. Buchanan. seaman
apprentice USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. T.V. Buchanan, is attending
the Radarman School at Naval Station, Norfolk. Va.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Higgins. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Adams, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Darnall,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Pierce, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Snyder, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Woods and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Calhoun.
Fifty years ago
Cyrus Miller of Hazel is. one
of eight freshman students at Gupton-Jones College of Mortuary Science, Nashville, Tenn.. who was
initiated as a new member of
Epsilon Chapter_ of Pi Sigma Eta.
In high—school basketball games
Murray High beat Fulton and Hazel
beat Murray Training. High team
scorers were Eli Alexander for
Murray, Collins for Fulton. Taylor
for Hazel and Bowden 14 Murray Training.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Linn, Jan.
2.
Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Brandon Sr.
were married 50 years Nov. 17.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

© 1999 King Features Syndicate. Inc

igs

17

A fund-raising project by the
Murray Rotary Club to purchase
an external cardiac pacemaker for
the emergency room at Murr
Calloway County Hospital.; now
underway.
Births reported include a girl
to Brenda and Terry Delk, Dec.
20; a girl to Marilu and Charles
Adams, a boy to Cynthia and Brian
Gray, a girl to Anita and Kerry
Watkins and a boy to Sherrie and
Randall Taylor, Dec. 31; a girl to
Laurie and Roger Hancock, Jan.

Thirty years ago

low on
Jniverstorical
of the
iy, and

vs!

Ten years ago

DEAR WIVES: Compromise.
That's a very good idea. A little
give-and-take would make
the in-laws' visit much more
palatable.

DEAR R.W.: Thank you for
the supportive letter. However,
quite a few seniors chastised
me for my reply. They told me

7

THURSDAY, JANUARY 7. 1999

16 Model's
stance
18 Wicked
20 Biblical king
21 Gothic arch
22 Musical
group of nine
24 Gonfused
(2 wds )
25 Body of water
26 Actor Nick —
28 Do-it- —
33 Region
34 Of heredity
36 Abel's brother
38 Remnants
40 Discover
suddenly
(2 wds 1
41 Detroit team
45 Negative
votes
46 Kind
47 Teachers'
org
48 Cry of dove
49 Orthodontists
org
50 Sci
workroom
53 Chemical
suffix

Today is Thursday. Jan. 7, the
seventh day of 1999. There are
358 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 7, 1789, the first U.S.
presidential election was held.
Americans voted for electors who,
a month later. chose George Washington to be the nation's first president.
On this date:
In 1610, the astronomer Galileo
Galilei sighted four of Jupiter's
moons.
In 1800, the 13th president of
the United States, Millard Fillmore, was born in Summerhill,
N.Y.
In 1894, one of the earliest
motion picture experiments took
place at the Thomas Edison studio in West Orange, N.J., as comedian Fred Ott was filmed sneezing.
In 1927, commercial transatlantic
telephone service was inaugurated
between New York and London.
In 1942, the World War II siege
of Bataan began.
In 1953, President Truman
announced in his State of the
Union address that the United States
had developed a hydrogen bomb.
In 1955, singer Marian Anderson made her debut with the Metropolitan Opera in New York. in
Verdi's "Un Ballo in Maschera."
One year ago: Convicted Oklahoma City bombing conspirator
Terry Nichols escaped the death
penalty when a jury deadlocked
over his punishment. Canada apologized for past acts of oppression
against the country's native peoples.
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Agreement saves NBA season
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The lockout is
settled, the season is saved and the NBA
has survived.
The most divisive labor battle in league
history finally ended at dawn Wednesday
on the 191st day of the lockout when
commissioner David Stern and union director Billy Hunter compromised on the
remaining issues keeping them apart and
shook hands on a collective bargaining
agreement.
The deal still has to be reduced to
writing, meaning the lockout hasn't yet
officially been lifted.
But barring any unforeseen snags, the
season will begin no earlier than Feb. 2,

a maximum limit on individual salaries unleash a three-week frenzy of teams
and will be in place for six years, with scrambling to fill rosters, make trades
owners having an option for a seventh and sign some of the 200 free agents
while running abbreviated training camps.
year.
with each team playing no more than 52 Hunter said.
Among the free agents are Michael
unbelievable,"
it's
relieved
so
I'm
"Oh,
Said Stern: "I will say that I am elatgames.
Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman,
Jordan,
said.
Karl
George
Milwaukee Bucks coach
"We can exhale now, without a doubt," ed that we will be playing basketball this
out of my stom- Charles Barkley, Antonio McDyess, Rod
balloon
a
let
I
like
"It's
said Alonzo Mourning of the Miami Heat. season."
•
are already loosening up Strickland and Damon Stoudamire.
Each side inade significant compro- ach. The knots
"The deal is done and we can just focus
"We'll probably have eight months of
in my neck. I get to do what I love to
our mind right now on starting back up mises to close the deal, but the owners do."
basketball squeezed into four months,
NBA
clearly walked away with a much better
again."
and signings," Karl said.
trades
with
a
scheduled
Governors
of
Board
The
The agreement was reached just 29 agreement than the old one. The players. vote on the agreement for this morning,
of the new agreement, a
terms
Under
hours before the NBA Board of Gover- for their part, came away with their dig- and the league said it would not com- grandfather clause allows any player to
nors was to vote on canceling the remain- nity intact and with more money for the ment until then. The process of putting re-sign with his team for 105 percent of
der of the season. It came during an all- non-superstars.
paper could take 10 his previous salary. That means Jordan,
Hours later, the deal was ratified by the agreement on
night bargaining session at NBA headcamps would open who made about $33 million last year,
training
meaning
days.
quarters between Stern and Hunter. Union players in a 179-5 vote after being approved around Jan. 17.
president Patrick Ewing was not present. by both negotiating committees. It gives
See Page 9
Once the deal is finalized, it will
"Did we blink? I guess we both blinked," owners the unprecedented concession of
•

Deal calls for 52-game slate

Walking
hours set
at RSEC

Lady Racers
staying close,
falling short

Schedule is 7:15 a.m.
to 2 p.m. on weekdays

we've had no blockouts, and now
you understand why we're giving
up a lot of second chances," Fields
added. "We gave up 12 offensive
boards in the second half against
By MARK YOUNG
Middle (a 72-68 loss), and that's
Sports Editor
a lot of extra opportunities. We
In the midst of a "close, but
cut those second opportunities in
no cigar" Ohio Valley Conference
half, and who knows?"
losing streak, Murray State
Now as the Lady Racers (2women's basketball coach Eddie 10, 1-3 OVC) get set to host TenFields is aware of what his team's
nessee-Martin (8-4, 3-1) Saturday
problem is.
night at 5, Fields is looking for
The question is, how do the
someone to take a leadership role
Lady Racers solve it?
on the court.
MSU lost to two of the UK's
"Down the stretch when we
top teams -- Tennessee Tech and
need a rebound or a play, nobody
this week at
Middle Tennessee
hasi stepped up yet; it's everyhome, falling to Tech by one point
body's ' responsibility," he said.
last Saturday and to Middle by
"Somebody has to step up a lot
four, both games in which they
more than they have."
led in the second half.
Murray State has seemingly
"We're playing good; we're
solved its problem of starting games
doing everything but win the game,"
off slow and falling behind. It led
Fields said. "We haven't fixed the
at halftime against both Tech and
problem."
Middle.
The "problem" for MSU has
been rebounding, particularly givSee Page 9
ing up too many offensive boards
to its opposition, Fields said.
"In blocking out, everybody has
MARK YOUNG/Ledger photo
an assignment," he said. "Regard- Murray State women's basless of where your man is, you ketball coach Eddie Fields
go toward them when a shot goes hopes to see his team
up. and then come back.
rebound better in coming
"But in these last two games. games.

Fields: Offensive
rebounds are key

Hall of
Famers
set for
induction
By HAL BOCK
AR Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — When
he started his pitching career,
Nolan Ryan seemed like the last
guy in the world likely to wind
up in the Hall of Fame..
Unlike George Brett and Robin
Yount, who are accompanying him
to Cooperstown, Ryan was erratic and inconsistent, a kid who
could throw hard but with very
little idea where those pitches
would wind up.
Sounds like a young Sandy
Koufax, except Koufax had only
four no-hitters. Ryan wound up with
seven.
.
Ryan was the odd man out on
a Mets staff headed by Tom Seaver,
Jerry Koosman and Gary Gentry,
the nucleus of the team's 1969
world championship. The hardthrowing pitcher was in a highpriority military reserve unit,
required to report to meetings
every other weekend.
was pitching maybe every
10th • day," he said. "I was erratic and wild I wasn't happy my
four years with the Mets. I was
frustrated with the lack of success and no consistency."
The Mets were frustrated, too,
and shipped Ryan and three othSee Page 9

1101111.1

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The Regional Special Events Center is now
open for walkers.
Walking hours are 7:15 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
RSEC manager Shelley Todd said the opening time allows the arena's 7 a.m. shift time
to turn on the building's lights while the shut
down time ,has been set so as not to disrupt
Murray State basketball practices.
"Basketball practice begins in ,the afternoon and goes until about 9 p.m.," Todd
said. "We had talked about extending the
walking hours, but basketball practice is supposed to be like a classroom situation, and
if you have people up top walking, and with
kids, and people running on the bleachers or
if they bring a basketball, that would be dis0:acting, to the basketball teams. The players
are evaluated every time they have a game,
and if they don't do their job, their the first
to hear about it."
Todd said the hours will be extended at
the conclusion of basketball season.
She added that walkers are asked to use
Entrance B that faces Roy Stewart Stadium.
"That- way,--they can park in the east lot
there and we will have the restrooms open
to them up top," Todd said.
Walkers are asked to keep children within arm's reach and to wear appropriate shoes
so as not to damage the protective rubber
See Page 9

Couch expected to
announce leap to NFL
to attend his home state uni;Gersity.
He and coach Hal Mumme are
given 'credit for the turnaround
that took Kentucky from a Southeastern Conference doormat to a
New Year's Day bowl team in
just two year's. Kentucky's appearance in last Friday's Outback Bowl
was the school's first bowl in five
years and its first Jan. 1 game in
47 years.
Last week, Kentucky rewarded
Mumme for his work with a $4
million, five-year contract. Now,
Couch is poised to make millions
of dollars as a potential No. I
pick in the NFL draft.
Cleveland
expansion
The
Browns hold the first pick. and
team president Carmen Policy has
said he would 'take a "franchise
Quarterback Tim Couch is quarterback" with the pick if one
expected to announce today is available. Many scouts believe
that he is leaving the Uni- Couch — with his 6-foot-5, 225versity of Kentocky to enter pound size, accuracy. touch and
experience in Kentucky's pro-style
the NFL draft.

By TIM WHITMIRE

AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP).— The
day dreaded by Kentucky football
fans has arrived, with star quarterback Tim Couch ready to
announce he will skip his senior
year to play in the NFL.
"He's definitely coming out" in
the NFL draft, a source told The
Associated Press on Wednesday,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
Couch, who scheduled a news
conference to announce his plans,
- tiOrial high school passing
set tra
records in his home town of Hyden
and is revered in Kentucky for
spurning scholarship offers from
Florida. Tennessee and Penn State

passing offense — fits that description.
Friday is the deadline for underclassmen to declare for April's draft,
and Couch was just one of several top players set to leave school
early. Also declaring for the draft
Wednesday were this season's Outland Trophy winner, UCLA tackle Kris Farris, West Virginia tailback Amos Zereoue and Ohio State
wide receiver David Boston.
Running back Shaun Alexander, Alabama's leading rusher,
announced that he would pass on
the draft and remain in school.
Couch struggled as a freshman
at Kentucky in then-coach Bill
Curry's conservative offense, then
blossomed under Mumme and his
"Air Raid" offense, throwing for
73 touchdowns and more than
g,500 yards the last two seasons.
In 1998, he threw for 4,275
yards and 36 touchdowns, leading
II See Page 9

Louisville upends C-USA foe Saint Louis 93-70
Crum missed practice Monday ence USA-rival Saint Louis 93-70
By STEVE BAILEY
Tuesday with a stomach virus and slipped out the hack door
and
Press
Writer
Associated
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — • he picked up during the team's before his players had time to get
Louisville coach Denny Crum did- trip to Michigan State last week- back to the locker room.
"He was feeling really. really
n't feel well during the game but end.
He showed up only minutes had before the game but he was
probably felt much better afterward as his Cardinals dominated before tipoff Wednesday night. a real trooper and showed up anyatched his team pound Confer- way," assistant coach Jerry Eaves
another opponent at Freedom Hall

4

said. "I know a win makes him
feel a lot better driving home."
Even without Crum at his motivational hest, all five Louisville
starters scored in double figures
as the Cardinals(7-3, 2-0) rebounded from Saturday's loss to the
12th-ranked Spartans to remain

unbeaten in six home games.
Alex Sanders and Tony Williams
each scored 17 points, Nate Johnson had 16, Cameron Murray 15
and Marques Maybin 11 as
Louisville's pressure defense and
uptempo offense stymied the Billikens (6-8, 1-1).
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Sports
BRIEFS

Girls' softball meeting Sunday at library
There will be a meeting Sunday for all girls who are interested in playing on
the Murray Lightening softball learn Players must be born after Jan 1. 1986 to
be eligible
The meeting is at the Murray Public Library at 3 p m Anyone with questions
May contact Brenda Volp at 753-4153

1

SCOREBOARD

teams
trades
agents
camps.
Vlichael
odman.
ss, Rod
e.
mths of
months.
aid.
ment, a
layer to
rcent of
Jordan,
ist year.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stall Farm Insurance Companies
Noma OffIcais: Bloomington, Illinois
New Orleans 57, South Alabama 56
North Carolina 72, Flonda St. 54
Old Dominion 60, James Madison 58
Radford 85. Norfolk St. 80
Tennessee 93, LSU 58
UNC-Greensboro 79, Coastal Carolina

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Bowling Green 62, Buffalo 59
Colgate 72. Holy Cross 53
Connecticut 91, Boston College 78
Hofstra 67, Belmont 44
La Salle 85, Duquesne 73
Manhattan 84. Loyola, Md 74
Navy 57. Bucknell 53
Niagara 92, Fairfield 82
Purdue 70, Penn St 67
Temple 70, St Bonaventure 54
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 73. Marquette 66,

62
Xavier 80, Virginia Tech 67
MIDWEST
Bradley 65, S. Illinois 59
Cincinnati 87, DePaul 64
Dayton 67, St. Joseph's 53
Kent 93, Akron 90
Missouri 78, Kansas St. 73
Northwestern 58, Minnesota 55
Ohio U. 96, W. Michigan 76
Toledo 72. Marshall 68
Wisconsin 66, Michigan St. 51
SOUTHWEST
Kansas 66, Baylor 62
Oklahoma 78. Texas Tech 68
Oklahoma St. 64. Texas kW 59
Southern Meth 108, Hardin-Simmons

OT
Auburn 83, Arkansas 66
Duke 99, Georgia Tech 58
East Carolina 71, Va Commonwealth
66
Florida 90, Vanderbilt 59
Georgia 63, Mississippi St 60
Louisville 93, Saint Louis 70
Miami 84, St John's 79
Mississippi 78, Alabama 60

77
Texas 71. Iowa St. 45
FAR WEST
Denver 103. Air Force 85
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11Couch...
him. All we have to do is open our
record book and Amos is everythe Wildcats (7-5) to their first
where."
seven-win season since 1984. He
Zereoue followed up a 1,505finished fourth in the balloting for
yard season a year ago with 1,430
the Heisman Trophy.
yards and 13 touchdowns in his
Couch insisted during the season junior season, sixth best in Division
that he had- not yet made up his 1-A.
mind whether to go to the NFL or
Boston, a second-team Allreturn to Lexington for his senior
American'who holds most Ohio
year. In his most recent meeting
State receiving records, will create
with reporters, following Kenan interesting Problem in the pros.
tucky's 26-14 Outback Bowl loss,
His father, Byron Boston, is a line
Couch said he was "50-50" on
judge in his fourth year in the
whether to turn pro or stay.,in
league. It will be the first time th‘
school.
the NFL has had to reschedule
Farris, the UCLA standout hongames to prevent an official from
ored as the nation's top interior
working games involving his son.
lineman, said he took about six
"I'm just ready for a new chalmonths to decide to leave early.
lenge," Boston said. "I've accom"I am confident this is the best
decision for me at this time," Far- plished a lot here at Ohio State."
Through his three seasons, Bosris, a 6-foot-9, 3I5-pound junior,
ton
set Ohio State records for resaid. "The Outland Trophy really
ceptions
in a game (14), season
helped my decision, I'm not going
(85)
and
career (191), receiving
to lie about it. Injury wasn't really a
big concern. I just felt like this was yards in a season (1,435)and career
(2,855) and touchdown catches in a
the best time to leave."
Farris said a significant factor in career(34).
"It was a very tough decision,"
his decision was the fact that since
he
said. "I had to do a lot of thinkhe sat out his freshman year, many
ing
this past week. It was a rough
players in his class, including quarterback Cade McNown, have com- week forme."
Alexander said he was staying in
pleted their eligibility.
school
because he was enjoying it.
"These have been the best years
"The main thing I wanted to do
of my life," Farris said. "I don't
feel like I belong here anymore. It's is be happy wherever I am," he
said. "If I go to the NFL,I've got to
time to move on."
Zereoue said he decided to de- be a grownup."
Alexander said he talked with
clare after consulting with his famboth
Cincinnati and Cleveland, and
ily.
"I've given this decision a great was told he would go "very high"
deal of.thought," he said in a state- in the draft if he came out early.
ment released by the school. "After
a lot of research and consideration,
I finalized my decision over the
holidays."
Zereoue is West Virginia's career rushing leader with 4,086
yards and the Big East's top career
rusher with 3,907 yards, not including bowl games.
"We will be pulling for him on
the next level," coach Don Nehlen
said. "Amos is a great back and
he's done a great job for us over the
past three years. We won't forget

From' Page 8

II1NBA...
From Page 8
could get about $34.7 million from
the Bulls.
No other team can offer him
more than $14 million.
"Michael is going to analyze the
deal, see what Chicago wants to do
and then make an informed decision," agent David Falk said. "I'm
not certain what his time frame is."
Once the games get started,
players will be faced with an exhausting schedule until playoffs
start in late April. Teams will be
asked on occasion to play three
games in three nights, something
that hasn't happened in the last 10
years.
"It's going to be tough to play
back-to-back-to-back games, but
that's something we have to do as
athletes," Jimmy Jackson. a free
agent who last played for Golden
State, told The New York Times.
"But if you love the game, you'll
do whatever it takes to be ready to

the seventh year. In the first three
play."
After the deal was ratified. Stern years, there is no limit on the perspoke to the almost 200 players centage Of revenues players can rewho had flown in to vote on the ceive.
Also, the agreement includes a
owners' latest proposal — a vote
that never came.
ban on marijuana, with all players
"He told us Billy was a tough undergoing drug testing once per
guy, but a good guy, and how glad season, and tougher player discihe was to get it over with and to pline penalties and conduct rules.
start playing again." Aaron WilThe sides also agreed to form a
liams of the Seattle SuperSonics joint committee of three owners
said.
and three -players to discuss the
Witnesses said the players' re- growth of the league and improving
sponse was polite, but not enthusiastic.
the relations between players and
The players did, however, give management.
Among other compromises:
Hunter and Ewing a standing ovation.
— The union agreed to a $14
The union agreed to accept 55 million maximum salary for players
percent of about $2 billion in an- with 10 years' experience. Players
nual revenue in the fourth. fifth and with one to five years' experience
sixth years of the agreement, ac- can get a maximum of $9 million,
cording to several sources involved and players with six to nine years'
in the talks who spoke to The Asso- experience can get $11 million.
ciated Press on condition of ano— The union agreed to a threenymity. •
year rookie scale with teams holdPlayers would get 57 percent if ing an option for the fourth year
the league exercises its option for and the right of first refusal in the

['Hall of Fame...
the last game of the 1982 season to
push Milwaukee past Baltimore
er players to California in 1971 for into the American League playoffs.
Jim Fregosi.
Brett remembered celebrating
"That trade kicked off my ca- the 1985 World Series championreer," Ryan said. "I had no more ship in Kansas City after the Royals
military obligation. I went into a recovered from a 3-1 deficit in the
four-man rotation. Tom Morgan playoffs and another 3-1 deficit in
was the pitching coaeh. Jeff Tor- the Series.
borg was my catcher. I was able to
And Ryan remembered pitching
pitch over 300 innings the first on that 1969 Mets staff.
"When you look back, some of
year. That was what I needed."
It was the real beginning of one . the most memorable moments were
of the most dominating power things that occurred as a team," he
pitching careers in baseball history. said. "The '69 Mets, nobody exRyan won 324 games and struck pected us to win. You develop a co
out a record 5,714 hatters to go hesiveness and there are memories
and a special feeling. It was a
with those seven no-hitters.
Those numbers earned him unique group that came together at
98.79 percent of the 497 ballots a very early age."
cast by 10-year members of the
Then Ryan thought about pitchBaseball Writers Association of ing on a staff with Seaver, KoosAmerica. Ryan's total was the sec- man, Gentry, Jon Matlack and Tug
ond-highest in history, trailing only McGraw.
Seaver's 98.84 in 1992. Brett re"It would have been fun to stay
ceived 98.19 percent. trailing only together for 10 or 15 years and see
Seaver, Ryan and Ty Cobb's 98.23 what we could accomplish," he
in I936's first election. Yount re- said.
ceived 77.46 percent.
-- Off-on his own, he aeceoinEach of them had great games plished plenty. Brett, who won
and great seasons.
three batting titles, recalled hitting
Yount remembered hitting two against him.
home runs against Jim Palmer in
-"The first time I faced Nolan, he
was with California." Brett said, "I
was batting seventh, behind Jim

floor on the top level of,RSEC.
Walkers will not be allowed to run
up and down the bleachers.
Todd said tharthe building only
opened for walkers Jan. 1 because
of work still being done to the
arena up until then.
"When people would come to
events, the arena looked like it was
completely done, but there might
have been a forklift behind the
doors at the loading dock area," she
said. "And it's really not even finished yet. After basketball season
we will shut down for 15 or 20
days to put up our athletic curtain
and there will be welding going on
in there."
Racer Arena is still open for
walkers who are unable to make the
RSEC schedule. Times are 6 a.m.
to 1 a.m. Monday through Friday,9
a.m. to midnight on Saturdays and
1 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Sundays.

fifth year. First-round draft picks
will be grouped into three categories by,where they were selected —
1-9, 10-19 and 20-29 — with the
highest picks eligible for higher
percentage increases in their salaries from year to year.
— The league accepted the union's proposal for an "average" salary exception and "median" salary
exception, with both being phased
in during the next three' years. As a
result, every team will have the
right to sign two additional players
each season, even if they are over
the salary cap.
— The league agreed to higher
minimum salaries than it had been
offering, but not quite as high as
the union had been demanding.
No professional sports union
had ever agreed to a maximum salary before, but the NBA pushed for
one throughout the lockout. The
union initially refused, then suggested a luxury tax be charged to
any owner who signed a player for
more than $15 million.

ELady Racers...

From Page 8

From Page 8
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Wohlford. He hit Jim in the ribs
and the ball seemed to stick there
for a minute before it fell to the
ground.
"Jim was trying to breathe and
he couldn't. Then I came up and
took three pitches, three strikes.
That was good enough for me."
Ryan recalled pitching to Yount
and how impressed he was with the
rookie's courage.

From Page 8
"We've taken care of that one
thing, starting off slow, but the one
thing that's been our achilles heel
has been offensive rebounds,"
Fields said. "We've got to keep
working on it because it's a big
problem for us."
Fields is glad to see his team
play competitively against both
Tech and Middle, hut he's looking
for better results.
"Until we start collecting those
W's (wins), we're not going to
build any confidence," he said.
"Playing close is OK, hut winning
is a whole lot better. We've just got
to get over the hump.
"We're doing so many good

things, hut we've got to make our
own breaks," Fields said. "I
thought we could play with anybody in the OVC, but we're our
own worst enemy at times. We've
got to take care of some things to
he successful. Besides rebounding,
we're also missing a lot of easy
shots."
Fields has seen marked improvement from the Lady Racers
since point guard Eniko Verebes
joined the squad in December.
Verebcs now starts.
"Having Eniko in the lineup is
what the doctor ordered," he said.
"Our chemistry is better and we're
holding our own. Now we just need
some wins for confidence."

•
MELBER, KY.•(502) 674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds. 16'
O.C.
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0 C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x 10 headers
o 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Lc cation
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

ieluxe Models
;
l
wir=zizzrin
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22,422)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

S3,525
54.325
54.625
54.825
$5,425

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

54.025
54 225
55.125
55.225
55.925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

umber Co.
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You Stall
It...We
Haul It!
McCIJUID'S
TOWING
20

753-9132
-1-einelslisiCaDiliniralrea

COMING THIS SUNDAY!ONE GAME ONLY!
Sunday, January 10, 1:00 p.m.
MSU Regional Special Events Center
Tickets: $9.50 and $12.50
I

I.

Tickets at. MSURSEC Box Office, usual outlets, or call
502-762-5555. $2.00 discount for kids (12 and under)seniors(60+) and MSU students 'with ID at box office only. No
double discounts. Service charges apply.
(

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
and let us match your color with Porter Paint.
•
• 1.

t

•

.

•
A

CASH & CARRY
MON.-FRI. 7-5
SAT. 8-NOON
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL

.k1) 14.‘1.1..S
‘ft.

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
t4U I AA% Mut RI, Witham A Day
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

LAW A41 $6 di minimum to day be per *dal pel day for each additional Lonsexauye day
into S • I;in Guide)$2 00 extra fix blind bus ads
tTues . Classifieds
$2111 eau.fur

165 Antique .
)80 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Ad Deadlines
Monday
Turaaday
Wacineaday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

060

020

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"'ee ,oca Ca

I'VE MOVED!!!
MAINSTREET
MEMORIES
412 Main
(formerly Wallis Drugs)
•Dance .Gymnastics'
•Exercise Apparel*
Now accepting consignment clothing, plus antiques & collectibles. Showcase & booth rentals available. Call w- 753-3040
h- 753-0266.
Thanks!! Ten Bryant

servIce'

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.

Orci
Y-]jajajjaajajsIflJBJuttkrcs
"J
i
-3 1707 W Main St. Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surrounding area, for their patronage dunng the S
§last 50 years Mr. James (Jiml Smothers has
passed away, however Calloway Monument
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jerry Adams and Jennifer
S'Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship 5
Icontinue to be our "Speciality"
g
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
753-1962
0%
cravon (=Lola
c_PLIWIMPLOP
ciP

Calloway Monument Co.

1

Ii

5

LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January. 20Ib cylinder $5 95, 100lb cylinder
$27.95 with ad B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th. 753-4389

NOW OPEN
Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
'Free Consultation
•Speciaiizing In Electroiysis,
Thermolysis & Blend
Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St, *Suite 203
753-5900
OPENING soon. Judy's
Ceramics. Rte. 299 &
Washer Rd. Phone 4896176. Register now for
classes. Cleaning, painting, etc.
STARTING January 9th
Lottie Futrell will be working Saturday's at Leta's
Salon. Call for an appointment. 753-8282.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs expenence. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

Clnental

J-0-Lz

55$ FOR A VARIETY- Of
ong-term income streams
J.G.Wentworth 888-2315375.

l-lcrve. Moir,
Will Travel

-A/

Total Cleaning Service

759-4222

'General Cleaning
'Churches
•Residential
'Commercial
'Bonded &
Insured

'Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)
'&009
& Waxing
Floors

Owner - Beverly DeVries
11-.;(r.

ççr

•
'

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunities:
Position:
Meter Reader
Department: Murray Municipal Utilities
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.61 per hour minimum.
Position:
Maintenance Worker I
Department: Murray Water System
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.25 per hour minim
City of Murray benefit package for both positions includes health insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, sick and vacation days.

BILL PROBLEMS? - 800408-0044 ext. 1027 9am9pm, 7 days. Debt consoliloans/programs
dation
available Bad credit OK
No advance fees! Free
consultation. Non-profit
payments.
Lower
AmenDebt.
LOANS
MORTGAGE
QUICK & EASY- Home
improvements, debt consolidation, cash out, refinance, land contract payoffs, bankrupts and bad
credit. Call Jennifer Baumer at Mercantile Mortgage Company of Louisville. 800-237-3901.
NO DOWN PAYMENT?
Problem credit? Own the
home you need now, without a big down payment.
if
Complete financing
qualified. DeGeorge Home
Alliance 800-343-2884.
WHEN THE BANK SAYS
"NO"- Call us, Consolidate
debt 1000,o & 125% loans,
purchase and refinance,
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity. loans
for all credit Midwest National Mortgage Banc, Inc
Call toll free, 888-548HUD
License
8308.
#72840-00005, HUD License #11501-00003

and Found

Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed positions are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 502762-0353.

2'i St Bernard's missing
tom Cherry Comer area
Male & female, 9 mo.,
tags
wearing
name
Please Help! Call 7591824. 753-1813 or 7679435. Reward

Deadline for accepting applications is Friday,
January 15, 1999.

LOST 31/2 weeks, a black
miniature Dashund/Ternor
mix, without collar. Southeast Murray area Answers
to Trever. He is missed
and loved, if found please
call 759-1411. Reward

City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Drug screening will be required of successful
applicant.

The

LOST in Hardin/ Wadesboro area, black female
puppy. Lab mix, 4 months
old, approximately 30lbs.
Call 437-4290 with any information.
LOST Syr old Chocolate
Lab, aroii•-•
F

HD
/53-0638

LOST: Black Lab, Dec. 31,
700 block Fairlane Dr. Female,
10mo.,
50Ibs
Named Lady Call 753488. Reward.

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANT
Looking for meaningful
employment that allows
you the opportunity to really make a difference? Britthaven of Benton is offering a nurse assistant
class. Class begins soon.
Britthaven offers: 'Paid
'Employment
Training
once certified 'Kentucky
Apply in
Certification
PERSON at Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY. Drug Free Work
Place. E0E/AAE.

BOOKKEEPER/ secretary
decorating busiAIM HIGH. UP TO 9,000 for locale
enlistment bonus. if you ness. Must be proficient in
qualify! Air Force training bookkeeping and typing.
and education can help Computer experience with
you reach your goals. For windows 95 a must. Apply
an information packet, call at Black's Decorating Cen1 -800-423-USAF or visit ter, 701 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
www.airtorce.com.
ATTENTION:
TRUCK
DRIVERS! No experience
needed- C.D.L. training
provided! Earn $678 a
week. No employment
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experienced teams or singles
now! 800-616-5055.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Cali toll free
888-942-4053.

DRIVERS AND TEAMS:
Starting pay up to 370 a
mile. Assigned freightliner
conventionals, improved
speed stance, excellent
miles, time hbme every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483. Owner
Operators ask about 88c a
mile. Call toll-free 877634-8776. EOE.

GETISSOLD
Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds
Call Us For A Free Quote

McKINNEV INSURANCE SERVICES
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross
Large enough to handle your insurance
needs, small enough to care,
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY. YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career", Do you want to earn 550K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere. seit-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
Cau for directions rt heeded No resume please
I hire people. not paper E 0.E

OTR DRWERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking
experienced OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation.
WE OFFER:
• $38,000 per year
• Excellent Benefits
• Paid Holidays
• 1 Week Paid Vacation in 6 mo.
• 2 Weeks in a Year
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• 401K, Safety Bonus
• Late Model Equipment
• Home Weekends and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
• 2 years experience in last 5 years
• Minimum 23 years of age
• Good Driving Record
• Pass DOT Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Mike
or Ben

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Turas. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

..,

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price
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FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Alm Heights. Formerly
Thweatts Service Station_
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties.
HOUSE of Clothes. $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.

Deadline Day & Tim+,

Publish

CHOICEPOINT,
INC.- DRIVER- Up to $700 a
Needs experienced inde- week orientation pay. Up
pendent contractors to to 35c a mile to start!
hometime. As'check various court re- Great
cords in the state of Ken- signed, all conventional
tucky. Please call or write: fleet. Lease purchase opRecords Manager, 2885 tions. Boyd Bros. 800-543Breckinridge Blvd., Ste. 8923. E0E.
200, Duluth, Georgia DRIVERS/ OTR- No NYC,
30096, Phone 800-456- No.NE/ Canada, No load6003, ext. 4023, 4024, or ing/ unloading. Minimum
4025.
23 year w/1 year OTR
CONSTRUCTION tempo- CDL w/Hazmat. Paschall
rary, full-time. Both experi- Truck Lines. 800-848enced and inexperienced 0405.
commercial flat roofers FREE TRUCK DRIVER
and laborers, required to TRAINING- With no constart immediately. Entry tracts or paybacks, no
level starts at $8.00 per pressure, honest answers.
hour. Expenenced wage is Call now 800-865-7284.
1-800-876- HENRY County Medical
negotiable.
6340. (refer to ad KY).
Center has a full-time posiDRIVERS, Averitt Ex- tion open with 1-2 years
press, straight pay, no experience in transcribing
gimmicks! Start up to 32C history/ physical reports,
a mile, top at 35c in as lit- operative notes and distle as 24 months. Terrific charge summaries. Must
family benefits. Home possess medical terminolweekly! 888-WORK-4-US, ogy skills, knowledge of
Equal Opportunity Employ- computers and ability to
er
type 60 wpm. Apply in HuPAY man Resources, MondayDRIVERS, NEW
PACKAGE- Home every Friday, 8am-4pm.
weekend. Company driv- LACROSSE ENTERPRISers. Start .32c a mile (In- ES- Is accepting applicacludes .03c bonus). Free tions for a mechanical eninsurance. Excellent bene- gineer. 4 year BSME, 1-3
fits. Owner operators, ,82c years experience, Autolad
a mile (Includes .02c bo- R14R12. Please send renus). Paid fuel taxes and sume and salary history to:
tolls. Insurances available. Lacrosse
Enterprises,
EPES Transport, 800-948- P.O.Box 18305, Louisville,
6766.
KY 40261-0305, Attn: EnDRIVERS, OTRFor gineenng Manager.
mainly Midwest, southe- LBL Golden Pond Planesast, south. No New York tarium- Show operator poCity. Home often, no un- sition open, 24 to 32 hours
loading, paid weekly all per week, some weekends
miles, 2 years OTR with required, must be able to
Hazmat. Call 800-896- present programs to the
8118, Omaga, NE.
public with enthusiasm,
DRIVERS, OTR- K&K knowledge of astronomy
Trucking Company Incor- helpful, perfect for retired
porated offers 30-45K educator. This job is not a
gross per year. Excellent TVA position. Send a
equipment & home time, hand-written letter describdedicated lanes, health ing your interest, backcare and more. Call 800- ground, and phone num489-1082 for interview.
ber by January 22 to: LBL
DRIVERS- Flatbed drivers, Association, 100 Van Morhiring experienced and in- gan Drive, Golden Pond,
experienced. OTR and re- KY 42211. No phone calls
gional positions! Good can be accepted.
pay, benefits, assigned LPN Position available.
equipment, plenty of miles, Apply in person, Britthaven
train your spouse free! of Benton, Hwy 641 South,
800-366-0250. (eoe-m/f)
Benton, KY (across from
DRIVERS- Owner Ops Wal-Mart). EOE/AAE.
feel like you're in neutral? MATURE, RESPONSIBLE
No Canada, NYC and NE, PERSON to gather busiMinimum 23 year w/1 year ness information for InterOTR CDL w/Hazmat. Pa- national Company by
schall Truck Lines.
scanning newspapers, TV,
800-848-0405.
radio and the internet.
Send bnef letter w/backDRIVERS/ OTR
Eam up to .44c per mile ground including phone to:
including benefits with News Retrieval, Box 90,
Jolliff Transportation. Call Utica, NY 13503.
for details. 1-800-873- ,NEEDED: someone to ba5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon. bysit my children in my
COVENANT home. This would be a
DRIVER
TRANSPORT$1,000 good job for a high school
sign-on bonus for Exp. senior with the new city
Company drivers 800-441- school schedule for the
4394, owner operators, 98-99 school year. For an
call 888-667-3729, Bud interview call 753-3474,
Meyer Truck Lines Refri- Tuesday-Friday 4:30-8pm.
gerated Hauling, call toll Sat & Sun 12-8pm.
free 877-283-6393. Solo
OTR DRIVERS- Needed
drivers & contractors.
immediately for expanded
DRIVER, OTR- Celadon
dry-van & refrigerated
Trucking. New pay packfleet start at 30C a mile,
age, teams- 44e, solos
with 3 years experience.
32c. Includes bonuses.
CDL-1 with hazmat resafety and longevity boquired. Excellent benefits.
nuses, 80% drop & hook,
Call JR Schugel Trucking,
no touch freight, assigned
800-359-0101
conventional freightliners,
miles, miles, miles, excel- OWNER OPERATORSor
lent benefits in 30 days. Run southeast region
Home
most
Celadon Trucking Serv- midwest
weekends Steady refngerices, Inc. 800-729-9770.
ated runs, top earnings,
DRIVERS - OVER THE low cost complete insurROAD, 35 states Flat with ance, late model trucks.
sides, late model conven- Sunco Garners, Inc The
tionals 3 years experi- all owner- operator compaence Start .30C-.33t a ny. 800-446-2864. Don
NEEDED
mile « benefits Call 800- PLUMBERS
444-6648 $1,250 Sign-On Louisville area. Top pay
and benefits 361-9020.
if3onus
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To The Friends of
Earl Steele
In times ofjoy, you have celebrated with us.
In our time of bereavement,
you have comforted us.
Earl treasured the friends he
made in 45 years of business at
Steele & Allbritten. He would
have been so proud of thefood,
flowers, and visits from our
friends.
We thank each of you for
your kindness.
Sue Steele, Paulette Steele,
0 Suzi Chapman, Kitty Steele,
Jason Steele Reed ,
David May
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Tapes
CD's

Car Audio
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Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center
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Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

fr

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices
•Itiorwalk 'Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •Liniversal -Broyhill
•Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler
"COW. SI. Mai ijod.

Downtown
Murray

g*In

103 S.
3rd St.

fi119 "

Free
Financing

"STOP"
Pa Higher Prices
Vehicle?
OnA Rental
y
Why

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

IMMO=

Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

11•11,

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
&37 76

$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$2200
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY. KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199
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070
Dom's* 4.
Madam

PROFESSIONAL SALESPERSON WANTED- For
local area to market
unique financial product
around county leaders.
Should be mature, well
groomed and want to earn
in excess of $50,000 per
year. Call Bob Taylor, 606299-7656.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, MOn-Sat, 753-0580.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager.
We offer competitive pay,
health
comprehensive
benefits, along with a fine
working environment Apply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.
THE Allergy & Asthma
Clinic needs front office
help 28 hours per week.
Must have medical office
experience. Please fax resume to 502-759-1215 or
mail to 2957 US Hwy 641
N, Murray, KY 42071.
THE Allergy & Asthma
Clinic needs medical transcriptionist. 10-15 hours
per week. Fax resume to
502-759-1215 or mail to
2957 US Hwy 641 N, Murray, KY 42071.

15 Years of ,
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.
110
Instruction
BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST. Opportunity to work at home
or in office typing for doctors. Home study. Free literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070
Dept. YYA742
Computers
MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552.

THE Amerihost Inn has
positions open for a fulltime maintenance worker
and house keeping. AppliACCEPTING bids for 1.49
cations can be picked up
acres dark fired tobacco
1210
at the Amerihost Inn,
base (Calloway 1998 allotN 12th Street, Murray. No
ment) until 1-13-99. Mail
phone calls please. EOE.
responses to: PO Box
TRUCK DRIVERS NEED- 10400. Murray, KY 42071.
ED- 160 jobs open now.
140
No cost CDL training availWant to Boy
if
qualified.
Earn
able
$500-800 or more. Home
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
most weekends. Call,
Old or New. 753-7185.
800-482-4268.
CASH paid for good, used
A
part-time
xWANTED:
ray tech for a busy doc- rifles, shotguns, and pistor's office. Please send tols. Benson Sporting
resume to PO Box 1040B, Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
Murray, KY 42071.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

070
Domestic &
Childcare

150
CLEANING houses is my
AM*
business., Reliable. Call
Pori*
Linda. 759-9553.
CLEANING Houses. Interi- 1979 CHEVROLET van, a
or Design. Landscaping. concrete trowl machine, &
Light
Construction
& a brick saw (nearly new).
More!! Call 436-2299.
436-5067.

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

TeelordipAttlapiesiist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

es

)
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53-0113

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

.1•••••10.11•1‘

ne....
PrIcrs

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

II
sler

1-800-909-9064

7ree
encing

moir'

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Ankles
For Sok
18" DISH Satellites, 2
ways to quality for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
99 Call 753-7419, ask
ony.
26 CORED Zenith walnut console TV, good condition. $75. 753-7387.
ACR METAL ROOFING
AND SIDING- All types.
Low cost Fast delivery!
Cut to the inch. 25-year
warranty. Free literature.
Call 1-717-656-1814 or 1800-325-1247.
ANTIQUE Mahogany china cabinet $400. Washer
$175, dryer $35, $200 pair. Wood lathe. Frost
free refrigerator $175.
Wood desk $75. All items
obo. 753-6985.
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
HOT tub (2 yr. warranty
left), aroma therapy sauna,
(2) tanning beds, Royal
cash register, Macintosh
lap top computer w/printer,
treadmill, butterfly exercise
machine, stepper, exercise
bike. Easy nder, bar bells,
microwave, high pressure
washer w/gas motor. Everything in good condition.
753-9274.
MINK coat, full length, full
pelts, light color, excellent
condition. $2,200. Call
753-5950.
NORDIC Track Pro $200,
consider trade for treadmill. Computer workstation
& chair, $75. 753-2494
PRIMESTAR!- The only
mini dish you don't have to
buy. Lowest install price
ever, only $49. Worry-free
in-home service, limited
time offer. Call toll free,
888-891-9069.
RESTAURANT style gas
grill $500. Charcoal- cash
register $250. 753-7382.
SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks,
beams. Large capacity.
Best sawmill values anywhere. Free information.
Norwood Sawmills, 90
Curtwright Drive #3, Amherst, NY 14221, 800-5781363.
SEE us for your bam or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14,
50x75x14,
$8,187;
50x100x16.
$10,760,
$14,631;
60x100x16,
$16,863.
Mini-stoarge
buildings, 40x180, 36
units, $17,818. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790, extension 79.
STEEL BUILDINGS- Factory closeouts. 30-60 wide
various lengths, up to 40%
off! Commercial: 70'x125',
80'x175',
100'x100',
150'x210' Will liquidate at
invoice
800-741-9262,
ext. 96.
WESLO treadmill, less
than 1yr old, $150 7591576.
WHITE double basin kitchen sink, practically new.
Half price, $100.
759-1830.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Tan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

rices
le?

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

•

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ites

LTA?OLAL4RTY

21,Cbt312{1L407

CE

For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,

answer
for prereferred
>boy

1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,

Residence Phone: 502-753-4573

A.

AGES

David H. Millet

oker

ELIALE

43.40
i10.04
12.48
14.76
22.00
i3o 64

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
KY

With 12.24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

-4199

••• •••.;
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2PC living room group
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.

CONSOLE PIANO: Smal
monthly payments Will finance with approved credit. See locally 800-6357611.
PLAYER piano plus rolls
of music, very nice piece
of furniture $1,050 7537382
240
Miscolterwooal
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN. Horse-drawn
carriage, cabins, Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests. Heartland 800-4488697
(VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwed
ding.com.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274. Vacation lodging,
800-634-5814.
NEW LOG WEDDING
CHAPEL- Gatlinburg, Tennessee. You'll save with
Winter and Valentine's
specials plus, free cakes,
videography. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free parking.
easy marriage license.
Toll-free: 877-430-3338.
270
ttoroos For Solo
14X 70 3BR, 11/2 bath,
near MSU 753-9866
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave & dishwasher. 753-9866.
BUCCANEER
1994
16X80, 3br, 2 baths, excellent condition. 753-0506.
1997 CLAYTON 16X80,
3br, 2 bath, GE appliances, fireplace, whirlpool,
front & rear porch, storage
building, excellent condition, $28,500. 759-2231.
LARGEST Selection of
used homes, 12', 14', 16'
wide. All at Special Prices.
See the Housing Leader,
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
MOBILE HOME LOANS 5% down, Refinancing/
Equity Loans. Free sellers
kit. Land or home loans.
Repo and assumable
loans. Green Tree Financial, 800-221-8204; 800554-8717.
MOBILE home on a nice
lot in subdivision, east of
Murray. $8,000. 759-4401.
MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
Dealer and Factory
trained, 10yrs experience.
502-753-1001
MUST SEE!!
Close out on all 1998
homes. One of the Southeast' Largest and Oldest
Dealerships. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
Wood St., Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.

3BR, trailer with full basement on 167 Wilkins Drive.
5 lots with big garage.
436-5570 or 436-5901.
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.

Classified

LARGE new 2br, central
h/a, low utilities, utility
room, appliances, no pets,
quiet. Deposit required.
$395/mo. 753-8828
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Sam-5pm,
Mon.-Fri
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat, no pets.
Lease_ 1819 Ridgewood.
$450/mo. 753-7457.

2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
4BR, 21/2 bath duplex in
Fallbrook. 1 year lease, no
pets,
all
appliances.
$700/mo. 753-4937 days,
8-5, M-F.
641S, CLEAN, 2br, h/a,
w/d hookup, no pets. Water & garbage pickup furnished. Deposit. 492-8634.
EXTRA large duplex in private area, central a/c with
natural gas heat and appliances, available 1/1/99,
lease plus deposit, no
pets. $475/mo. 759-1087
after 4pm.

QUIET lbr apartment
across from campus with
kitchen and living room.
Hardwood floors, ceiling
fan, large closets & w/d
access. Lease and security deposit required. No
pets. $375 month. Call
Travers at 759-2001 or
753-0653.
SPACIOUS unfurnished
apartment, low utilities.
$265 rent, $265 deposit.
753-7953
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.

PRIVATE fumished room
for rent, all utilities paid,
microwave and refrigerator
included. Call 753-1561.
SLEEPING
MOM
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109_
28R, 1112 bath, w/d hookup, range, refrigerator, carport, close to MSU.
$475/mo plus deposit.
759-4531 or 489-2405.
2BR, 2 bath, 11/2 miles
from town, 121 South.
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4549 after 5pm.
2BR, brick house, 1652
Ryan, 1
block from
MSU/ITT building. Central
h/a, hardwood floors, reEXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath, frigerator, electric range,
central gas h/a, appliances carport. $500/mo with one
furnished, including w/d, months deposit/
year
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo lease. 753-4025.
deposit, No pets.
2BR, brick, in Hazel, cen753-2905.
tral gas heat and air, furGARAGE apt, 404 St. 8th nished, all new appliances,
St. $200 per month plus new roof. $325/mo, $325
deposit. No pets.
deposit. Call Joe Morgan
759-4771.
753-9086. Ask for Joe.

RINI ESN*

2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities 415 S 10th
Call 759-4696
2BR. gas heat, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860.
2BR, southwest area
$350/mo plus deposit, no
pets. 435-4226

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main

3BR house, 2 bath, large
family room with gas logs
in fireplace, central gas
heat, above ground pool
with large deck, 4 miles
NW of Murray on Rob Mason Road $500/mo, first
month deposit required
Call after 6pm 502-3452752
3BR house, 5 minutes
north of Murray. 759-4826.
3BR, 1 bath. w/d, refrigerator, range, carport, hardwood floors, brick, corner
lot, walking distance of
campus, deposit required.
759-9746.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, stove &
refrigerator. Wall heat, utility room, and carport. No
pets. Deposit required.
753-0367 after 5pm.
3BR, 1 bath, with appliances, w/d hook-up, central
h/a. $430 plus deposit, references, no pets. 7531059.
3BR,near MSU, low income must qualify. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
436-5685.
5 MILES east of Murray.
Nice 2br, central h/a, appliances furnished. No pets,
deposit required.
753-8943.
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a.
492-8526.
LARGE house, Hwy 641
South. No pets. 492-8120.
NICE 3br, 2 bath with appliances, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, on quiet street.
$525 plus deposit, references, no pets. 753-1059.
NICE large 3br, central
h/a, with stove, refrigerator, &
dish
washer.
$450/mo plus deposit.
436-5374.

TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN
LOG
CABIN- 7 ac,
$49,900 New log cabin
with big mountain views
and private access to
47,000 acre wildlife management area Easy access. Low financing. Call
now 423-690-9500, ext.
1020.
460
Fame For UM

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

For Root
1 BEDROOM Apt for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina

. iTr4i5

10 ACRES, 7 miles south
on Hwy 121 Beautifu
building sites, $16,950
E.Terms. 753-4984.
175 ACRES with nice 4br
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creeks_
Reduced to $74,500 Easy
Terms. 753-9302.

Arrow
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11/2 STORY, 3br, 2 bath,
double garage, all appliances, custom post & beam,
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest $115,000 Appointment only, 753-2494
3-4BR, 2 bath, gas heat,
central air. Iv, dng, den
w/fp, nearly 2.000sq ft
Large
corner
lot.
$116,500. 753-0810
3-48R, very nice house
and lot, vinyl siding, large
deck, city utilities, with natural gas, appliances & w/d
included. $39,500
759-4144
3BR," 2 bath, central h/a,
gas logs fireplace, large
lot, natural gas. 489-2922
or 753-5121
3BR, 21/2 baths, new appliances & carpet, on 2
landscaped lots_ 1413
Dudley. 753-8136, 7539235.
3BR, brick, carport, 2
baths, 3 miles from Mumray, 3/4 acre, very clean .
$65,000. 753-9711 .
BY owner. Beautiful brick,
3br, 21/2 bath ranch in
Gatesborough. In ground
pool, living room, family
room, dining room. Approximately 2500 sqft. living area, huge garage,
central h/a, new roof, gas
logs,
and
fireplace.
$140,000. 753-0954.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath. in Hazel_ City
utilities, large garage
Pnced in $30's. 759-4826

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
55+/- ACRES, Clarks Riv- EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
er bottom, north of Murray. brick ranch, $80's.
753-0444
$850/ acre. 759-1701.

GEissoLD

FifililreSiirdill'ireSei#Ii7N
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY,JANUARY 16714, 1999
FARM EQUIP - HOUSEHOLD AT 10:00 A.M.
REAL ESTATE AT 2:00 P.M.
Charles Darnall - Louise Darnall
2201 Walnut Grove Rd., Benton, KY
1/2 Mile East Of South Marshall School
From The Court House In Benton Take Old
Hwy 641 South Past Wal Mart To Hwy
1824, Proceed On South To Just Past
South Marshall School To Lynch Rd.,
Proceed East 1/2 Mile To Property! From
The 4 Way Stop At Hardin, Take 1824
North 2 Miles To Lynch Rd. To Property!

8613 ACRES
In 12 Tracts & Combination

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-35171.

The Land Auction Will Be Held
At The Community Center
Next To The Ball Park & Hardin Grain
In Hardin, KY - At 2:00 P.M.

641 Storage

Tracts Of - 1 Acre - 2 Acres - 3 Acres
4 Acres - 10 Acres - 12 Acres - 14 Acres

All Sizes Available

GOOD SOUTH MARSHALL LAND

753-5585

Boy Any Individual Tract
Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property/I

MINI TRACTS- BUILDING SITES

COUNTRY FARM HOME
Situated On 1.6 Acres
115 kDOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

FARA/I EQILBIF'IVIENT
Household Items - Miscellaneous

JAMES R. CASH
.ngAucTiocia6REAL ESTATE BROKER
4 br., 2 bath, brick home in
South Marshall community.
$65,000. 437-4253 or 527-7312.

REDUCED PRICE
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119 Main • 753-6266
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FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466
THE SELLING MACHINE

jC
R

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

1YR old Border Collie fe
male, spayed, no papers
$125 753-4522 after 6pm

Architect designed. Formal living & dining rooms
Spacious family room w/fireplace, 4br, 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt.

AKC Registered Collie
puppies $125. 502-5278048.
AKC Registered standard
Poodle puppies, fully guaranteed. $350. Excellent
with children_
502-436-6062.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
FOR PENNIES MOREGet latest technology in
liquid wormers. HAPPY
JACK LIQUI-VICT delivers
actives better than older
formulas. At Southern
States. (www.happyjackinc.com)

Bruce Green

&Swam

PHIcquAR

Phone (502)247-6237 • Fax (502)247-4241
Mayfield, Kentucky
DriLe 20 Miles Save $2000 on %our nett auto purchc /14 c

DON'T MISS THIS HUGE
Reduction Sale,
Open To The Public of West KY
Only.,NO DEALERS.

Massive Inventory

120 Cars/Trucks
12 Sources of Financing
1995 Chevrolet Camaro
5 speed, purple. 64K NADA $10,150 SALE

1,900
'7,600

1996 Dodge Stratus
I owner, loaded, nice car. 75K, NADA S 10.200 SALE

1994 Pontiac Grand Am
4 Dr , loaded. 74K, NADA $6.950 SALE $49600
1996 Plymouth Neon
•
2 Dr . auto. 79K, blue. NADA S7.750SALE 84

onn

Budding Contractor, Inc

(502) 753-8343

Wholesale Barns
& Utility Sheds v%e

tostilsbk

02
704
Special —8x8•185
All sheds/barns are FOB site Choice of brown or
charcoal black shingles All extenor wood is treated
for weather resistance Options and pnces are available upon request including windows. double doors
on eight foot wide buildings, vents, ramps, shelves.
lofts
•Prorn ors roirr, r Arse arrow mere

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE,
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

•
wir

HAY square bales $2.00.
round bales, last years
$1000. this years $2000
Picked up 753-5940 or
436-5946
430
floilEoloso

1993 Buick Skylark
V6, %shim, 84K, NADA 55,425

SALE $31900

1993 Ford Explorer XLT
4WD,loaded nice truck NADA $12,075 SALE 88500

1993 Ford F150
5 Speed. V6. looks great. NADA $8,600 SALE 151900

Decks

—

•

For Rent

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081.

MOBILE home, 759-9730
NICE 14X70 2br, clean.
641 South. 492-8488.
NICE 2br trailer for rent.
Call Linzy Beane, 4362582.
SMALL attractive mobile
home on private lot in Murray. $200 rent, $200 deposit. 753-7953.

DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
RETAIL or office space for
rent. 700 square feet to
2500 square feet.
Century 21. 753-1492
TRACTOR for sale 135
SMALL office space with
Massey Ferguson live
private outside entrance,
power, power steenng with
all utilities paid. In South6ft. finish woods mower
side Shopping Center
753-7382 after 4pm
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509

SEASONED Firewood, delivered. $35. 435-4494.

1 OR 2br apartment for
rent. Deposit required, no
pets Call 489-6129
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apartment, $225/mo
plus deposit No pets. 7533139.
1BR apt, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer
and dryer. No pets. 7539841 or 436-5496.
1BR apt. Fireplace. Clean.
Close
to
campus.
$200/mo. Water & gas included. 753-7276.
1BR duplex apartment,
505 Vine, $225.+ deposit.
492-8225.
1BR, low utilities, no pets.
$235/mo. 753-3949.
1BR, w/d, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, back
deck,
low
utilities.
$335/mo 759-2571, 5592031.
2BR duplex apartment, extra large, appliances furnished, central gas heat &
air, lots of storage & extras. No pets, lease & deposit required. 753-7185.
2BR duplex, 2 bath, garage, 11/2 yrs old, 903 N.
20th. No pets, $600/mo,
1yr lease. 436-2834.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 11/2 bath duplex
w/appliances. 3BR, 2 bath
duplex w/appliances.
753-5344`-or 559-9970.

2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo
753-6012

Office Space

MOVING sale: solid maple
drop leaf table w/6 chairs,
China, maple finish china,
blue floral sofa & love
seat, (3) solid maple tables. In good condition.
753-3244.

Aperttornto For Rent

EASTSIDE

4 MONTH old Sealy living
room suite, $800 obo. Dining table & 4 chairs, $250.
1/2 ACRE lot, $100
center,
Entertainment
753-6012
$250. 753-7466 leave
message.
LOT for rent 492-8488
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BLACK couch & chair, full
size mattress set, glass
top table & 4 chairs, Fisher
wood stove. 759-1327.
BROYH ILL Hideaway bed
loveseat & chair, beige,
mauve & blue floral $300
Call 395-5397

Apo/Iowa For Root

DOLLAR
MILLION
35ac/pond/
VIEWS1 $29,900 Big hardwood
setting
in
Tennessee
mountains with private access to 47,000 ac wildlife
management area, horse
trails and stables Buildable Great financing Call
now 423-690-6214 ext
965

1992 Chevrolet S10 4WD
8A,
500
5 Speed. black, SWB NADA $7,300 SALE 1

.••
•

1993 Jeep Wrangler
4 WD. Renegade. hardtop, red. NADA S10.600

••••

SALE 19900
•

1993 Chevrolet S10

$A am

2.8 V6. 5 speed. air, white, NADA 56,050 SALE IIIIOVV
'Due to massise inventory reduction sale we are
unable to accept trades.

•

0

•
•
4.1
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Samara Offered'

NICE brick home, 2br. 2
bath, family room and dining room, attached garage,
all on large lot. 489-2219,
leave message.
front
built,
QUALITY
porch. deck, cathedri ceiling, 2br, 2 bath. low utilities 352 West Grove Drive,
Lynwood Heights Subdivision 759-2571, 559-2031
470
likdarcyclas & &Ws

All In one

Construction
Call 489-2842
A-1 Tree Professionals
removal, tree
Stump
spraying Serving Murray
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737

1982 YAMAHA Maxim
650, superb condition
9 XXX miles $1600 75324 )4

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

FREE PALLETS

490

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

Used Cars
1985 CHEVY Celebrity
excellent running condi
non $800 Call 759-9577
1991 FORD Escort wagon
$1,400 753-9585
Fl.
1992 CAMARO RS
V6. $5.500 obo. 759-4429.
1993 CHEVROLET Corsica, automatic transmission, grey, 4 dr, air bag,
abs, all new tires, runs excellent. $4,000. Call Sunny
502-759-8464.
1994 CHEVY Cavalier, auto, air, AM/FM cassette.
90.XXX miles, 2dr $4200.
767-0734.
1996 FORD 1-Bird LX,
3.81t. V6, loaded, excellent
condition, $12,500. Call
753-4519
1997 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels, cd player, 31,XXX
miles. $17,500 Contact
492-8500

753-1916

630
Services Offered

ADAM S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs No
Job Too Small 10°. Discount thru 1/31/99
492-6267
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Y rs experience
New Construction • Remodeling• Repairs. Custom Cabinets* Concrete
Work AGC Certified
435-4272
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
L'T1

Say

L & J Home Builders
*All Electrical • All Carpentry
•Plumbing Repair

630

630

L

S.rvic" Cifferel

CARPORTS for cars and CUSTOM bulldozing &
trucks Special sizes for backhoe work, septic sysmotor home, boats. RVs tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
and etc. Excellent protec- Horace Sholar
tion, high quality, excellent
DAVID'S Cleaning Servvalue. Roy Hill 436-2113.
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidChim
Chimney
CHIM
ing, homes, mobile homes,
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
boats, brick driveways,
services_ 10% senior citiparking lots, all exterior
zen
discount. Contact
cleaning, acid cleaning
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely MoCLEANING SERVICE
bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
For real estate, RENTALS
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
Cellular 502-853-1108.
construction.
Also
new
&
437-4030
E&E Interior/ Exterior
painting & repair.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Painting 474-2046
759-0484.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
ELECTRICAL
COLSON HOME REPAIR
753-6300 anytime.
Additions, garages, decks, New construction, remodCARPET Cleaning
eling, or Just replacing a
remodeling, vinyl siding.
Emergency Water Remov- 20Yrs experience.
switch. Licensed & Insural. Free Estimates Satised. Off 753-0834
753-5592,
fied
References. Call
Hm 759-9835.
CUSTOM BUILT
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
Decks, fencing, garages, LAMB Bros. Dozing and
IZ/771MIZZIrl
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
carports, hardwood floors
In The Classifieds!
436-6266.
753-7860

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL, Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS :,

PLUMBING
FENCING
Midway Fence Company. Repairs, fast service
Chain link. & custom wood 436-5255
privacy fences, installation SUREWAY Tree & Stump
and repairs at reasonable Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free espnces Dickie Farley.
timates. Day or night,
759-1519.
753-5484.
GOT a hard or dirty lob
WALTERS Contracting
that needs to be done'?
Call D.B. Lawns, Etc. Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. LiYard & buildings upkeep
censed & Insured. Over 20
767-0768.
years expenence. Roofing,
HANDYWORK/ odd iobs
additions, vinyl siding,
wanted No job too small decks, remodeling. Call
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759 753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
SALES
Specializing in roofing &
Authorized dealer for 18remodels. Free estimates
inch Digital Satellite &
All work guaranteed,
Dish
489-6125
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
No lob too small!
753-0530.
570
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
WANTED: Hunting land to
502-436-5950.
lease. 436-2463.

Oa 753-19/6 4A/O SHARE NI YOUR S'OC/ETY #674q.
fa/RTHS, E4/C4CEMMTS, weeoxes 4V9 ewe Remrs1

References - Licensed & Insured

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

7534372or 75343.53(Home)

It,

Iamb rakers
ice

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.

75-71c7fIcl.rtn,cril
(r7crI)(r)Tknrtry,!rr
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
Owned & Operated By ,
Carbon Monoxide Test i n
9307 State Rt.
Glenn CosNey
KY1.111011:ii..1
94E Murray

Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5

AUTO LOANS

502-436-.
5744
1-800-548-5262

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

753-9911

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

24 hr. Emergency

LICENSED & INSURED
Estimating
Hr. Service
dge Trimming
tee Spraying
ee & Stump
oval

Tree Trimmin.
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality SOM

f e .1 I

Save 25% to 45%
On Al! Non-Auction Items

"

1-800-566-2277.

iriem

GOLD 1997 Nissan Maxi39,XXX
miles.
ma
$/7,500 753-2070.

_vs

REAL sharp 1995 Dodge
Avenger, 51.XXX miles,
tilt, air, cruise, steering
brakes, cassette. 5-speed,
silver pearl. $7,300. 3762146 anytime.

Owned 8 Operated By
Tim Lamb

Pre-Auction Sale
Thursday For 10 Hours ONLY!
CLOSED TODAY TO PREPARE!

Vain

•F
oo
,
,*

1;j88 FORD van, handi.:ap,ped accessible, Phone
901-247-3359,

Huge Inventory From All 3
Fleffiing Furniture Locations!

CUSTOM laTCREN CAINNET1
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Typos Of:

600

Custom Woodworking

Wed Trucks

n

1967 DODGE 50 pick-up,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
automatic, air, 96,XXX
Drop by end see our showroom
eit
'
miles. $2,300 489-2704.
4cip SUNBURY MURRAY (Bstind Bunny Broad)
753-5040
1990 FORD 4X4 Dually, ., .1*
el
sharp
condition,
excellent
truck. $8,500 obo. 7538612.
1990 JEEP Comrnanche
4x4, automatic, red, good
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
condition, 107xxx miles.
if you have been turned down
55200. Call 474-2485
. - -4.1
before. Loans available
1995 TOYOTA Tacoma,
4iletiple
buyers,
bad
time
for
1st
extended cab 4x4 pick-up
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
32,XXX
miles, asking
5pm,
$13,950 obo. After
Call Kenny at
759-4511.
247-9300
or (800) 874-0256
(502)
1996 TOYOTA Tacoma,
power
white, low miles,
steering, air, am/fm radio.
Mayfield
247-9300
Highway
5-speed 753-3366. 753Kentucky
1-800-874-0256
45 South
9949
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, extended cab, air, cassette
player. Asking under NADA book. Call 753-4888.
1999 CHEVY extended
cab Z71 (1998 body style)
Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles
$26.500. Call 502-527"Paul Lamb"
7980 leave message

Choose From The $300,000
Inventory Of Brand Names Including:

Auto Loans

Broyhill, Lane, Simmons, Thomasville, KJaussner,
Kincaid, Henredon, Cochrane & Many More!

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
LS.

ext Saturday • January 9, 10:07 a.m.•???
Next Sunday • January 10, 1:07 pant
Huge remaining stock of fine dining rooms,
desks, living rooms, bedrooms, bedding,
sectionals, recliners, sleep sofas,
entertainment centers, accessories, leather
sofas and recliners & much more!

flo

rear Semiet

Campers
1985 FULL-SIZE school
bus converted into camper, good condition $3,000
obo. 527-7980 or 5272833. leave message.
1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer
EXCELLENT Condition
$11.900 436-2225.
1996 PACE Arrow Vision.
19,XXX miles, wid, ice
maker, lacks, TV camera,
awnings, all the extras
Mint condition. 753.4389
&Moan
1976 JOHNSON 35hp,
electric start, tiller handle
controls, runs good $500
753-6344, after 5pm.
1995 24 FOOT Chaparral
Signature Series 350 Met
cury, used approximately
25 hours, bath, kitchen. &
sleeps 4, trailer, hydro-lift
753-4389

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Tnmming
Equipment
Stump Remot al
Free Estimate
fledge Tnmming
Licensed & Insured- 24 Hr. Senice

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

Before This Weekend's Auction
Buy Immediately At Auctioneer's Prices!

Phone- (502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Lkensed & Insured

All Remaining Auction Items Will Be Moved Friday To The Fleming Furniture
16th Street location To Be Auction Off On Saturday, January 9th & Sunday, January 10th

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed

Auction Conducted By Robert Alexander, Auctioneer

MD.0.

iiiI, III Hi

www.automobilesonline.com
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, funk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

Beat The Bidders

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

tsf
./Aien

'100
Oalme Cacti Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR
(://e,,ro/e/
Of WNW KY

rts=

gi '

Design
Assistance
Available

FVIfURl

flemin
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at www.flemingfurniture.corn

Open Sunday
15

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-S • Friday 10-8

Open Sunday
15

305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224

Open Sunday
15

451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224
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